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ABSTRACT
O’Toole, Jessica Lyn. The Perceived Change in School Climate After Principal Turnover.
Published Doctor of Education dissertation, University of Northern Colorado, 2020.

Schools with positive school climate demonstrate higher student achievement (Brookover
et al., 1978; Johnson & Stevens, 2006; MacNeil, Prater, & Busch, 2009; Thapa, Cohen, Guffey,
& Higgins-D’Alessandro, 2013) and principals contribute to creating a positive school climate
(Allen, Grigsby, & Peters, 2015; Cohen, McCabe, Michelli, & Pickeral, 2009; McCarley, Peters,
& Decman, 2016). However, principal turnover happens frequently, with nearly half of all
principals leaving their position by their third year at the school (School Leaders Network,
2014). When there is a change in the school’s principal, both student achievement and the
school’s climate can be negatively impacted (Béteille, Kalogrides, & Loeb, 2012; Gates et al.,
2005; Miller, 2013). The aim of this study was to consider the question:
Q1

What changes in a school’s climate do the staff in a Rocky Mountain high school
perceive when a principal has been at a school for three years?

In order to determine strategies, incoming principals can use to help mitigate the expected
decline in student achievement that can occur when there is a principal turnover (Miller, 2013).
This study used a qualitative case study methodology. A high school in a stable Rocky
Mountain school district was selected due to their positive rating based on the state’s
standardized assessment and because they had a principal turnover three years prior. Semistructured interviews with 14 staff members who had been at the school with both the previous
principal and the current principal, as well as observations and documents, were used to analyze
iii

the perceived impact the incoming principal had on the climate of the school. Through the
interviews, observations, and analysis of school documents, three themes emerged. The school
climate change seemed to be most directly impacted by an increased focus on instructional
practices, the principal’s leadership style, and the relationships he formed with staff members
and the community. This research confirmed previous studies that the transformational
leadership style promotes a positive school climate (Damanik & Aldridge, 2017; Engels, Hotton,
Devos, Bouckenooghe, & Aelterman, 2008; McCarley et al., 2016) as over half of the staff
members reported a positive school climate. However, even with a transformational leadership
style, the school still experienced staff tension and division as the principal tried to implement
changes that impacted the school’s climate. An increased focus on creating a shared vision as
well as providing more opportunities for shared decision making might have helped to combat
some of the staff division and frustration that was occurring (Johnson & Stevens, 2006; Mascall,
Moore, Jantzi, Walker, and Sacks, 2011; McCarley et al., 2016).
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
For decades, educational researchers have tried to determine key elements or
characteristics of effective schools because the research is clear: effective schools have a greater
impact on student achievement than ineffective schools (Marzano, McNulty, & Waters, 2005).
Marzano (2003) found a 44% difference in the expected passing rate from students in an
effective school compared to students in an ineffective school. Studying the climate of a school
can offer a valuable context to consider as schools with positive school climate demonstrate
higher student achievement (Brookover et al., 1978; Johnson & Stevens, 2006; MacNeil, Prater,
& Busch, 2009; Thapa, Cohen, Guffey, & Higgins-D’Alessandro, 2013; Williams, Persaud, &
Turner, 2007).
While there is still much to be learned about what creates positive school climate, one
factor that has been demonstrated to impact school climate is the principal (Allen, Grigsby, &
Peters, 2015; Cohen, McCabe, Michelli, & Pickeral, 2009; Goleman, 2000; Haynes, Emmons, &
Ben-Avie, 1997; Kelley, Thornton, & Daugherty, 2005; McCarley, Peters, & Decman, 2016;
Reavis, Vinson, & Fox, 1999; Uline & Tschannen-Moran, 2008). The principal’s decisions
impact the school (Boyd, Grossman, Lankford, Loeb, & Wyckoff, 2011; Goleman, 2000).
However, principal turnover is inevitable, and more than 25% of principals will leave their
position each year (The Wing Institute, 2018). Nearly half of all principals will leave their
position by their third year at the school (School Leaders Network, 2014; Superville, 2019).
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When there is a change in the school’s principal, both student achievement and the school’s
climate can be negatively impacted (Béteille, Kalogrides, & Loeb, 2012; Gates et al., 2005;
Miller, 2013).
Principal turnover is an unavoidable problem all schools will face. Incoming principals
need reliable strategies to use while transitioning into a school that will help mitigate the
potentially adverse effects of the transition. This study explored the perceived impact principals
in their first three years at a school can have on a school’s climate. In this chapter, the
background around the problem of principal turnover and its impact on school climate and
student achievement is presented along with a statement of the problem, the purpose of the study,
the proposed research questions, and the significance of the study.
Background on Principal Turnover and the Impact on
School Climate and Student Achievement
With the implementation of No Child Left Behind legislation (NCLB) in 2002 and the
Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) in 2015, public school educators and politicians have
become increasingly focused on student achievement determined by standardized assessments
(Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 2016; May & Jackson, 2013; U.S.
Department of Education, n.d.). Both NCLB and ESSA created clear distinctions between
schools that excel and schools that struggle. While both of these acts brought attention to school
performance, the identification of school factors that influence student achievement and
academic growth has been a long-time focus for educators (Olson, 2003). Brookover et al.
(1978) found a clear connection between school climate and student achievement.
School Climate
Looking at school performance and student achievement through the lens of school
climate offers a powerful context for understanding school performance (Johnson & Stevens,
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2006). Educational researchers have consistently found that schools with positive school climate
demonstrate higher student achievement (Brookover et al., 1978; Johnson & Stevens, 2006;
MacNeil et al., 2009; Thapa et al., 2013; Williams et al., 2007). The impact the climate of a
school has on student achievement makes it clear that “school climate matters. Sustained positive
school climate is associated with positive child and youth development, effective risk prevention
and health promotion efforts, student learning, and academic achievement” (Thapa et al., 2013,
p. 369). Positive school climate is associated with positive student achievement (Brookover et
al., 1978; Johnson & Stevens, 2006, MacNeil et al., 2009; Thapa et al., 2013; Williams et al.,
2007).
School climate includes the students’ experiences and school personnel in the school
(National School Climate Council, 2007). Students perception of school climate is important
because “school climate promotes – or complicates – students’ ability to learn and achieve
academically…To the extent that students feel safe, cared for, appropriately supported and
lovingly ‘pushed’ to learn” (National School Climate Council, 2007, p. 6). In order for there to
be a positive school climate, students need to feel like they belong and can identify with groups
within the school (Thapa et al., 2013). Teachers and school personnel also play an important
role in a school’s climate, as a positive school climate is also defined by how teachers feel
working in their school (Hoy & Hannum, 1997). Teachers who worked in positive school
climates reported higher levels of satisfaction at their job and believed that they could impact
student learning (Thapa et al., 2013).
Through the continued study of school climate, researchers have identified characteristics
and qualities that contribute to a positive school climate. One element found to impact school
climate is the influence of school principals (Allen et al., 2015; Haynes et al., 1997; Kelley et al.,
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2005; McCarley et al., 2016). Specifically, teachers’ perception of the school principal is directly
related to school climate (Allen et al., 2015; Kelley et al., 2005). When teachers believe that
their building principal is effective, schools have higher ratings on school climate surveys
(Haynes et al., 1997; Kelley et al., 2005). The leadership style and decisions made by the
principal affect the climate of the school as the style and decisions of the leader impact daily
work conditions (Boyd et al., 2011; Goleman, 2000).
Goal setting and shared vision are leadership choices that principals make that have been
found to impact school climate (Hallinger & Heck, 1998; MacNeil et al., 2009). Both goal
setting and shared vision help principals to focus the effort and work of the staff. These actions
have been found to positively impact the staff’s perception of the school climate (Hallinger &
Heck, 1998; McKinney, Labat, & Labat, 2015). While these attributes have been associated with
schools with a positive school climate, the National School Climate Council (2007) has
identified other factors of a positive school climate, including interpersonal relationships among
the school members, shared teaching and learning practices, and organizational structures. These
factors were considered in this study.
Principal Impact on Student
Achievement
Naturally, if a positive school climate leads to higher student achievement and school
climate is influenced by the principal, it seems logical that school principals impact student
achievement. Decades of research have demonstrated that principals have an impact on student
achievement (Brewer, 1993; Eberts & Stone, 1998; Hallinger & Heck, 1998; Klar & Brewer,
2013; Leithwood, Patten, & Jantzi, 2010; Leithwood, Seashore, Anderson, & Wahlstrom, 2004;
Marzano et al., 2005; McKinney et al., 2015). This impact is indirect but meaningful (Hallinger
& Heck, 1998; Uline & Tschannen-Moran, 2008). Leadership choices and actions of the
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principal impact student achievement as principals guide the direction of the school (Brewer,
1993). Principal decisions around goal setting, procedures, and hiring choices have been found
to impact both the climate of the school and student achievement (Brewer, 1993; Klar & Brewer,
2013; Uline & Tschannen-Moran, 2008).
Principal Turnover and Student
Achievement
Principals play a critical role in both student achievement and school climate; when there
is a change in the school’s principal, often there is a decrease in both school climate and student
achievement (Bartanen, Grissom, & Rogers, 2019; Béteille et al., 2012; Gates et al., 2005;
Griffith, 1999; Miller, 2013; Rowan & Denk, 1984). It is not surprising that the climate of a
school might decline after there has been a principal turnover (Griffith, 1999) as the school’s
principal impacts the climate of the school (Haynes et al., 1997; Kelley et al., 2005). Along with
a decline in school climate, schools can also experience a decline in student achievement after a
principal turnover (Miller, 2013). Students achieved less in both math and reading the year
following a change in the school’s principal (School Leaders Network, 2014). Principal turnover
is becoming a more notable issue as almost 50% of principals will leave or change schools by
their third year in the building (School Leaders Network, 2014). This rate of principal turnover
is concerning when considering the negative impact it has on both school climate (Griffith, 1999)
and student achievement (Miller 2013). The more frequently the position of the principal turnsover in a building, the more dramatic the decrease in test scores (Miller, 2013).
Statement of the Problem
With nearly a quarter of principals leaving their position each year (School Leaders
Network, 2014; The Wing Institute, 2018), there is cause for concern around how change in a
school’s principal can negatively impact both school climate and student achievement. Incoming
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principals need strategies to help combat the predicted drop in school climate and student
achievement associated with a change in the school’s administrator. Incoming principals who
are cognizant of the climate of their new school might be able to mitigate some of the negative
impact on student achievement stemming from the principal turnover by focusing on building or
maintaining a positive climate within the school. Incoming principals need time to establish
themselves and begin to create their legacy (Coelli & Green, 2012). As a result, this study
considered strategies of a principal in the third year at a school and the perceived impact those
strategies had on the climate of the school. The study considered a principal in his third year at
the school as this gave him time to begin to establish his tenure while still being new to the
building (Coelli & Green, 2012; Fink & Brayman, 2006). By focusing on building or
maintaining a positive climate during the first three years in the school, incoming principals may
be able to overcome the impact the change in leadership had on the students and the staff. More
needs to be studied around strategies incoming principals can use to prevent the decline in school
climate. It is important to determine which strategies positively impact school climate and
strategies that help build or maintain a positive school climate over time.
Research Question
Research on school climate has focused on the impact of the current building principal.
However, there is limited research on what incoming principals can do to maintain or strengthen
the climate of a school. The research on strategies to improve school climate focus on goal
setting and creating a shared vision (Hallinger & Heck, 1998; MacNeil et al., 2009). While goal
setting and shared vision are two attributes of a positive school climate, the National School
Climate Council (2007) has identified other factors of a positive school climate, including
interpersonal relationships among the members of the school, shared teaching and learning
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practices, and organizational structures. These factors were considered in this study. There is a
gap in the literature around how incoming principals can mitigate the decline in student
achievement by focusing on school climate. This study considered a principal who had been at a
school for three years, because it can take a couple of years for an incoming principal to begin to
“make their mark” on the school (Coelli & Green, 2012, p. 93). This study aimed to address the
gap in the literature by exploring the question:
Q1

What changes in a school’s climate do the staff in a Rocky Mountain high school
perceive when a principal has been at a school for three years?
Nature of the Study

A qualitative methodology was used to study the perceived impact that principals within
the first three years at a school have on the climate of the school. The perceptions and
experiences of the staff in the school were the primary data source for the study. This was both
the strength and a limitation of the study. Qualitative research focuses on “understanding the
meaning people have constructed” (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016, p. 15). Qualitative methodology is
nicely suited for research on school climate as school climate is constructed from the perceptions
and experiences of the people in the school (MacNeil et al., 2009).
Definition of Terms
Throughout this dissertation, different terms were used to explore the impact principal
turnover had on the climate of the school. A list of terms and definitions are provided in order to
promote understanding and clarity.
Incoming principal: a person that is new to a school in the leadership position of principal.
Outgoing principal: the most recent principal to have served at the school. By leaving the
school, the outgoing principal has created an opening for an incoming principal to fill.
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Principal turnover: defined the by the change of building principals in a school as one leaves
and another is hired to fill the vacancy (Miller, 2013).
School climate: school climate is an indicator of how students and staff feel in the building
(National School Climate Council, 2007). It is “based on patterns of school life
experiences and reflects norms, goals, values, interpersonal relationships, teaching,
learning and leadership practices” found within the school (Pickeral, Evans, Hughes, and
Hutchinson, 2009, p.3).
Relevance of this Study
This study explored the impact that a change in principal had on a school’s climate three
years after a principal turnover. The intent of the study was to provide suggestions on strategies
and actions incoming principals could take to prevent the predicted decline in both school
climate and student achievement. The focus of the study was on less commonly studied
elements of school climate such as interpersonal relationships, shared teaching and learning
practices, and the organizational structures with the hope that insight will be gained around how
incoming principals can support the climate of their school. This study was timely as there has
been a growing interest from policymakers around school climate as more states start to adopt
school climate standards (Cohen, 2014). The results of this study were intended to inform
practice for incoming principals, school district leaders, and policymakers as they consider
strategies to improve school climate.
Conclusion
The negative impact of principal turnover on school climate and student achievement was
introduced in this chapter. The problem of principal turnover and the impact of principal
turnover on school climate was described, and a rationale to study the perceived impact of
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incoming principals on the climate of the school was presented. In Chapter II, a review of the
literature will be discussed in which the impact of principal turnover will be considered in regard
to student achievement and school climate. The research methodology for a qualitative case
study on the perceived impact a change in principals can have on school climate will be
discussed in Chapter III. In Chapter IV, the findings and themes that emerged from the research
will be discussed. Lastly, Chapter V will connect the findings to the current literature on
strategies incoming principals can use to mitigate the decline in school climate.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The purpose of the literature review is, first, to provide an overview of the study of
school climate and the implications of school climate in regard to student achievement; second,
to discuss the role of the school principal in establishing the climate of a school; and lastly,
consider the impact that principal turnover has on school climate and student achievement. The
goal of this literature review is to gain insight into the impact of school climate on student
achievement and to consider the effect principal turnover has on both school climate and student
achievement. The context that the literature provides will frame the next steps to explore the
question:
Q1

What changes in a school’s climate do the staff in a Rocky Mountain high school
perceive when a principal has been at a school for three years?
Definition of Climate

Within the current research, there are several definitions of school climate, as well as
many tools for measuring school climate (Anderson, 1982; Goleman, 2000; Halpin & Croft,
1963; Haynes et al., 1997; Hoy, 1990; Lunenburg & Ornstein, 2004; National School Climate
Council, 2007; Wang & Degol, 2016). Hoy’s (1990) definition of school climate focused on
“teachers’ perceptions of their general work environment” (p. 151). In this definition, school
climate consisted of the satisfaction of teachers in the building, as well as school leadership
(Hoy, 1990). Haynes et al. (1997) defined school climate as interpersonal interactions that
“influence children’s cognitive, social, and psychological development” (p. 322). The
interpersonal interactions included relationships between staff members, students, and parents.
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Other definitions of school climate focus on the quality of school life. Cohen et al. (2009)
defined school climate as being based upon “patterns of people’s experiences of school life and
reflects the norms, goals, values, interpersonal relationships, teaching and learning practices, and
organizational structures” (p. 182). Wang and Degol (2016) took their definition a step further
by defining school climate as “virtually every aspect of the school experience” (p. 315). They
included the quality of teaching and learning, community relationships, the organization of the
school, and the structure of the school environment (Wang & Degol, 2016). In all of the
definitions of school climate, the focus has been on the experiences and perceptions of the staff,
students, and parents of the school. Each definition varied in the attributes that were considered
when identifying the climate of the school.
This study will use the definition of school climate by Pickeral et al. (2009) as it is used
by both the National School Climate Council and has been adopted by many states and school
districts (Cohen, 2014). School climate is:
The quality and character of school life. It is based on patterns of school life experiences
and reflects norms, goals, values, interpersonal relationships, teaching, learning and
leadership practices, and organizational structures...Climate includes norms, values and
expectations that support people feeling socially, emotionally and physically safe
(Pickeral et al., 2009, p. 3).
The National School Climate Council (2009) viewed school climate as an indicator of how
students and staff feel when they are in the building. Climate consisted of both the implicit and
explicit behavioral norms that influence the interpersonal interactions within and amongst the
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stakeholders in a school community (National School Climate Council, 2009). School climate
was most notably defined by the perceptions of students, parents, and staff members (Hoy,
1990).
The National School Climate Council’s (2009) definition of school climate echoed the
characteristics and qualities that researchers of school climate have identified over the years.
The climate of a school encompasses the emotional response members of an organization get
when participating in the school (Hoy, 1990). Every member of the organization contributes to
the overall climate (Hoy, 1990). Williams et al. (2007) concurred that climate is derived from
teachers’ experiences and their role in the work that is done at the school. It is measured by “the
extent to which teachers in a school enjoy the work environment, believe their views are valued
by their peers and administrators and are proud of their principal, fellow teachers, students, and
parents” (Williams et al., 2007, p. 4). Williams et al. (2007) defined climate as a measure of the
satisfaction and feeling that one is contributing to the organization in a meaningful way. This
supports the definition of climate from the National School Climate Council (2009); climate
comes from the patterns of behavior derived from shared values and practices. Climate also
denotes the fulfillment teachers, students, and school leaders feel as a part of a school (Williams
et al., 2007). Climate is represented by the relationship between norms and expectations; the
responsibilities community members feel to the school and their emotional response to being a
member of the organization.
A positive school climate is one where the norms, values, and expectations make the
members of the school feel “socially, emotionally and physically safe” (Piscatelli & Lee, 2011).
A positive school climate indicates that each member feels valued and is contributing to the
overall success of the school (Boyd et al., 2011; Thapa et al., 2013). MacNeil et al. (2009) noted
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that when a school “has a clear understanding of its purpose, why it exists and what it must do
and who it should serve” (p. 74), the climate of the school is positive. A school community in
which students and teachers are contributing members and feel that they are participants in the
school’s success has a positive school climate.
Instruments for Measuring School Climate
Kratochwill and Roach (2004) observed that most of the instruments for measuring
school climate are in the form of a survey tool in which the researcher is able to assess the
climate of the school by gauging the perception of the students, staff, and parents. These
measures can be used to provide an overview of the collective behaviors and beliefs at the
building level as well as illuminate possible areas to target in order to improve the climate of the
school (Kratochwill & Roach, 2004). The most common survey tools used to measure school
climate are the Organizational Climate Description Questionnaire (OCDQ), Organizational
Health Inventory (OHI), and Organizational Citizenship Behavioral (OCB) Scale (Hoy &
Miskel, 2008). The New Teacher Center (2014) created a climate survey, the Teaching,
Empowering, Leading, and Learning (TELL) survey in 2008. Policymakers and district leaders
in 18 states used the survey to assess the working conditions of teachers in their respective states
(New Teacher Center, 2014). The survey asked teachers to provide input on various aspects that
researchers have demonstrated are connected to student achievement and teacher retention
including: facilities and resources, professional development, school leadership, teacher
leadership, instructional practices, and support in managing student behavior (New Teacher
Center, 2014).
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Measuring School Climate
in Colorado
In 2009, the Colorado Department of Education adopted the TELL survey as an optional
measure for schools in Colorado to measure their school climate (Colorado Department of
Education, 2015). The TELL Survey was administered to teachers biennially from 2009 to 2015
and participating schools that had at least a 50% response rate had access to their data (Colorado
Department of Education, 2015). After 2015, the Colorado Department of Education updated
their process by creating a new climate survey, the Teaching and Learning Conditions in
Colorado (TLCC) survey (Teaching and Learning Conditions Colorado, 2018). The TLCC
survey provided feedback on the climate of schools in Colorado by surveying licensed staff
within each school (Colorado Department of Education, 2018). The TLCC survey updated and
modified the questions asked to best reflect current issues in education (Teaching and Learning
Conditions Colorado, 2018). Similar to the TELL survey, the TLCC survey required at least
50% of a school’s teaching staff to participate in order for the results to be made available
(Colorado Department of Education, 2018; Teaching and Learning Conditions Colorado, 2018).
Both the TELL survey and the TLCC survey provided a glimpse into the climate of the schools
in Colorado.
The Colorado Education Initiative (2012) recommended that multiple measures should be
used to measure the climate of a school. While climate surveys that measure students’ and
teachers’ perception of the school are the most common tool used to measure school climate, it is
also important to measure climate indicators such as attendance, suspensions, and discipline rates
(Colorado Education Initiative, 2012; Kratochwill & Roach, 2004). These indicators should be
paired with climate surveys as they help to provide context for the results of the surveys
(Kratochwill & Roach, 2004).
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Influence of School Climate on Students
A clear relationship between school climate and student achievement exists. Students
demonstrate higher achievement in schools with a positive school climate (Brookover et al.,
1978; Johnson & Stevens, 2006; MacNeil et al., 2009; Thapa et al., 2013; Williams et al., 2007).
When school climate is positive, both student engagement and achievement increase (Hoy &
Hannum, 1997). Habegger (2008) studied three high achieving schools and found that “a
positive school culture is the underlying reason why the other components of successful schools
were able to flourish” (p.42). In the study, Habegger found that positive school climate impacted
students and their ability to learn and to be successful in a school.
School climate is strongly linked to student achievement, particularly when the school
climate promotes students’ efficacy (Brookover et al., 1978). Brookover et al. (1978) researched
the relationship between a variety of school climate variables and student achievement in a
random sample of Michigan elementary schools. They found that the climate variable called
“Student Sense of Academic Futility” had the most considerable correlation with academic
achievement (Brookover et al., 1978). Brookover et al. noted that students’ sense of academic
futility encompassed students’ reactions to high achieving students and their perception of their
teachers’ concern for their academic success. Schools with low futility had students that
reported feeling able to master the school system (Brookover et al., 1978). Schools with positive
school climate, specifically schools that fostered a low student sense of academic futility, were
correlated with high student achievement (Brookover et al., 1978). Brookover et al. found that
only a small amount of variance between schools’ student achievement could be attributed to
school composition, such as socioeconomic and racial compositions, whereas positive school
climate had a much larger impact on student achievement.
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Johnson and Stevens (2006) noted the relationship between school climate and student
achievement as they found that teachers’ perception of the school was linked to student
achievement. Johnson and Stevens (2006) asked a staff of 59 elementary schools to complete a
climate survey. The results were then compared to student achievement scores. There was a
statistically significant relationship between teachers’ perceptions of school climate and student
achievement (Johnson & Stevens, 2006). Most notably, when teachers felt that there was “a high
degree of affiliation among teachers, an atmosphere of innovation, high involvement of teachers
in the decision-making process, cooperative, friendly students, and adequate resources and
facilities,” schools demonstrated higher levels of student achievement (Johnson & Stevens, 2006,
p. 118).
Williams et al. (2007) study had similar findings. When the teachers of 81 elementary
schools were surveyed on their schools’ climate, and the climate survey results were compared to
the Georgia state student achievement test, there was a relationship between school climate and
student achievement. Williams et al. (2007) noted schools with higher school climate ratings had
fewer students below expectation on the state test and more students performing above
expectation than schools with lower climate ratings. Specifically, principals’ interpersonal skills
were significantly correlated to student achievement (Williams et al., 2007). Principals who
demonstrated high levels of human relation skills, such as sensitivity, courtesy, impartiality, and
conflict resolution, were correlated with higher levels of student achievement (Williams et al.,
2007).
The research conducted by MacNeil et al. (2009) reiterated the relationship between
school climate and student achievement. MacNeil et al. (2009) compared the school climate of
29 Texas schools as reported by the staff on a climate survey and the schools’ ratings derived
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from state assessments. Schools could receive a rating of Exemplary, Recognized, Acceptable,
or Low-performing based on the results from the Texas Assessment of Academic Skills test
(MacNeil et al., 2009). Schools with the Exemplary rating demonstrated a positive school
climate compared to schools with an Acceptable rating (MacNeil et al., 2009). Schools with the
Recognized rating demonstrated higher levels of positive school climate on two dimensions,
Goal Focus and Adaptation, compared to schools with the Acceptable rating (MacNeil et al.,
2009). The dimension of Goal Focus centered on the ability of the organization to focus effort
and energy around a goal (MacNeil et al., 2009). Adaptation referred to the organization’s
ability to tolerate stress and maintain stability in the face of external pressures (MacNeil et al.,
2009). When principals focused efforts on increasing goal focused behaviors and creating
structures to support adaptive behavior, “the climate will more effectively enhance learning for
students” (MacNeil et al., 2009, p. 82).
Not only is a positive school climate associated with higher student achievement, but a
positive school climate enriches the emotional development of students, which also influences
the effectiveness of risk prevention (Thapa et al., 2013). Thapa et al. (2013) conducted a review
of 206 studies on school climate and found that a positive school climate helped create feelings
of safety among students (Thapa et al., 2013). A positive school climate was associated with
reduced rates of student aggression and violence (Thapa et al., 2013). Particularly, schools with
a positive school climate had lower levels of bullying and sexual harassment (Thapa et al., 2013).
A positive school climate is especially beneficial for the highest and lowest performing
students (Williams et al., 2007). Positive school climates are able to address the needs of diverse
learners, making a more significant impact on the high and low achieving students (Williams et
al., 2007). Furthermore, Williams et al. (2007) noted that students in positive school climates
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were more likely to perform above their projected expectation level rather than below. When
looking at the long-term benefits of a sustained positive school climate, the increase in academic
achievement from the school climate also resulted in a rise in graduation rates (Thapa et al.,
2013).
Implications of A Negative School Climate
A negative school climate impacts students’ mental health, self-concept, behavior, and
achievement (Haynes et al., 1997). The elements of student development that a positive school
climate nurtures are, in many ways, the same elements that are neglected in a negative school
climate. Relationship development has been proven to be a key element of school climate as the
implicit and explicit behavioral norms of a school influence the interactions among teachers and
students as well as play a role in relationship building (Thapa et al., 2013). Hamre and Pianta
(2001) studied 179 students and found that students with a negative relationship with their
kindergarten teacher were more likely to have behavioral and academic problems later in school.
Distrust, disrespect, and feelings of inequity are often present in negative school climates
(Haynes et al., 1997). Haynes et al. (1997) noted that “according to many students, the climate
of the schools they attend is characterized by high levels of distrust and disrespect among and
between students and teachers and the sense that students do not care about one another” (p.
325). Additionally, these environments result in the perception of favoritism, which creates
feelings of distrust (Haynes et al., 1997). Students’ sense of self-concept in negative climates
was diminished, while feelings of anxiety and inadequacy were increased (Haynes et al., 1997).
The decline of self-concept, coupled with increased anxiety and feelings of distrust, takes a
significant toll on students’ mental health (Haynes et al., 1997).
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When considering the social and emotional implications of a negative climate on
students, it is not surprising that an increase in dropout rates and discipline problems have also
been identified as a consequence of negative school climates (Cohen et al., 2009). Wang et al.
(2014) examined the relationship between students’ perception of school climate and grade point
average (GPA) as well as peer victimization. Students with poor perceptions of school climate
were associated with higher rates of peer victimization and lower GPA (Wang et al., 2014).
School climate was also significantly related to students’ GPA (Wang et al., 2014). When
students’ perception of school climate improved, students’ GPA increased (Wang et al., 2014).
An association between negative school climate and students’ exposure to verbal and physical
aggression exists (Goldstein, Young, & Boyd, 2008). Goldstein et al. (2008) conducted a study
in which 1,335 adolescent youth in the Detroit area were surveyed and found that relational
aggression has a unique relationship with school climate. Students who witnessed or
experienced relational aggression were more likely to view their school environment as unsafe
(Goldstein et al., 2008). There is a body of research that suggests a negative school climate
impacts the learning and safety of students in the school (Cohen et al., 2009; Haynes et al., 1997;
Goldstein et al., 2008; Stalker, Wu, Evans, & Smokowski, 2018; Wang et al., 2014).
Principal’s Influence on Climate
While many stakeholders influence the climate of a school, the role that school principals
play in establishing a building’s values and norms cannot be dismissed (MacNeil et al., 2009).
Both the implicit and explicit values of the school’s principal influence the climate of a building
(Cohen et al., 2009; Tschannen-Moran & Gareis, 2015). Kelley et al. (2005) studied the
relationship between principals’ preferred leadership style and teachers’ perception of their
principal’s leadership style as well as teachers’ perception of school climate. The study
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determined that principals have an impact on school climate: “As instructional leaders, principals
can foster an understanding of the school vision, facilitate implementation of the mission, and
establish the school climate” (Kelley et al., p. 18). The vision, mission, and focus of a building
are determined largely by the tone established by the principal.
There are many ways that a principal can influence the climate of a school, including
“effective communication, teacher advocacy, participatory decision-making, and equitable
evaluation procedures” (Kelley et al., 2005, p.18). The role of a school principal in
organizational improvement is multifaceted and complex. When climate tools are utilized to gain
a deeper understanding of the school’s climate, the principal is presented with an opportunity to
consider a variety of perceptions and perspectives. Many times, this creates the ability to
incorporate shared decision-making into the working norms of the school (Cohen et al., 2009).
Educators want leaders who are consistent and equitable in their decision-making.
Thapa et al. (2013) noted that teachers are more willing to engage and support the efforts of
principals who demonstrate these characteristics. Schools in which the principal promoted
shared decision-making had teachers that reported higher levels of positive school climate (Boyd
et al., 2011; McCarley et al., 2016) and student achievement (Johnson & Stevens, 2006).
Goleman (2000) explored different leadership styles and how they influenced teacher
relationships and school climate. The leadership styles of authoritative, affiliative, and coaching
were found to be most effective in improving school climate as they fostered relationship
building with the teachers while also leading with a specific direction and a focus on
achievement (Goleman, 2000). The coercive and pacesetting leadership styles were found to
negatively impact climate as they disregarded teacher voice and autonomy, requiring employees
to conform to the leader’s perspective (Goleman, 2000).
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School principals play a key role in influencing the climate of a school (Goleman, 2000;
Haynes et al., 1997; Kelley et al., 2005; Reavis et al., 1999; Uline & Tschannen-Moran, 2008;
Tschannen-Moran & Gareis, 2015). Hoy and Hannum (1997) noted that school climate has a
positive association with student achievement. The tone set by the principal through the quality
of personal interactions and high expectations created both a healthy work environment and an
environment that positively impacted student achievement. In a study conducted by Uline and
Tschannen-Moran (2008), teachers in 80 middle schools were surveyed to learn more about the
relationships between the school’s social environment and student achievement. The leadership
of the principal was related to the school climate, and ultimately the leadership played a role in
creating the climate of the school (Uline & Tschannen-Moran, 2008). Marzano, McNulty, and
Waters (2003) found 21 key leadership responsibilities that positively impacted student
achievement and creating a positive school climate was one of the most impactful leadership
responsibilities.
Identifying strategies principals can use to develop a positive school climate is important
because the climate of the school impacts student achievement, “the potential for widespread
benefit, as individual improvements in principal practice can impact thousands of students”
(Herrington & Nettles, 2007, p. 732). MacNeil et al. (2009) identified key strategies that have
been used by school principals to impact school climate positively. When principals included
goal setting for the school, maintaining a sense of stability amidst change, and developing
structures to support the school during change, the climate of the school improved (MacNeil et
al., 2009). Principals have the ability to interact with the climate of a school in ways that
promote the staff’s ability to adapt to change, which enhances the learning experiences of
students within the school (MacNeil et al., 2009).
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Through a meta-analysis, Hallinger and Heck (1998) found that goal setting had a
positive impact on student achievement: “it was through this avenue that principals shaped
teachers’ expectations and students’ opportunity to learn in the school” (p. 172). Specifically,
“goals are viewed as an instrumental agent used by instructional leaders to narrow the attention
of staff, parents and students on a limited range of activity” (Hallinger & Heck, 1998, p. 172).
The principal’s leadership choices and style affect the teachers’ and students’ perceptions of the
school climate. MacNeil et al. (2009) noted that “when the principal supports clear goals for the
school that are accepted and supported by the staff, then organizational health scores will be
higher, reflecting his/her leadership influence on climate” (p. 82).
Principal’s Impact on Student Achievement
While the impact that school principals have on student achievement is indirect
(Hallinger & Heck, 1998), the leadership decisions principals make do ultimately impact the
learning environment of the school, which can lead to an increase in student achievement
(Brewer, 1993; Coelli & Green, 2012; Eberts & Stone, 1998; Hallinger & Heck, 1998; Uline &
Tschannen-Moran, 2008). Brewer (1993) studied high school students’ academic achievement
and the impact of the principal. Principals have a sizeable and statistically significant impact on
student achievement through teacher selection and goal-setting processes and procedures
established within the school (Brewer, 1993). Through a meta-analysis, Hallinger and Heck
(1998) found that goal setting has a positive effect on student achievement: “it was through this
avenue that principals shaped teachers’ expectations and students’ opportunity to learn in the
school” (p. 172). Specifically, they noted that “goals are viewed as an instrumental agent used
by instructional leaders to narrow the attention of staff, parents and students on a limited range of
activity” (Hallinger & Heck, 1998, p. 172). Leithwood et al. (2004) noted that “leadership is
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second only to classroom instruction among all school-related factors that contribute to what
students learn at school” (p. 5). Teachers directly impact student achievement through their daily
contact with students. The leadership choices principals make affect teachers, which ultimately
impact student achievement.
Marzano et al. (2005) conducted a meta-analysis of the literature on leadership and
student achievement and found a “compelling” relationship between leadership and student
achievement. There is a “significant, positive correlation between effective school leadership
and student achievement” (Waters, Marzano, & McNulty, 2004, p. 49). The effectiveness of a
principal ultimately impacts student achievement. Coelli and Green (2012) studied the effect of
high school principals on graduation rates and student achievement on English exams in British
Columbia, Canada. They found that an effective principal can positively impact student
achievement by as much as one standard deviation (Coelli & Green, 2012). Eberts and Stone
(1998) studied the characteristics of principals in over 300 schools across the United States.
They noted that when principals focused their efforts on instructional activities and conflict
resolution strategies, student achievement was positively impacted (Eberts and Stone, 1998).
Quite a bit of evidence exists demonstrating that principals do impact student achievement
(Brewer, 1993; Eberts & Stone, 1998; Hallinger & Heck, 1998; Leithwood et al., 2010;
McKinney et al., 2015; Uline & Tschannen-Moran, 2008; Waters et al., 2004; Williams et al.,
2007). Although the relationship is indirect, principals do play an important role in student
achievement.
The Impact of Principal Turnover
While the evidence is clear that principals impact student achievement and school climate
(Brewer, 1993; Cohen et al., 2009; Eberts & Stone, 1998; Hallinger & Heck, 1998; Kelley et al.,
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2005; Klar & Brewer, 2013; Leithwood et al., 2010; Leithwood et al., 2004; MacNeil et al.,
2009; Marzano et al., 2005; McKinney et al., 2015), there is a growing trend of instability within
the principal profession (Baker, Punswick, & Belt, 2010). Nearly a quarter of principals leave
their school each year, with almost 50% of principals leaving or changing schools by their third
year in a building (School Leaders Network, 2014; Superville, 2019). Principal turnover impacts
both student achievement and school climate (Bartanen et al., 2019; Béteille, et al., 2012; Gates
et al., 2005, Griffith, 1999; Mascall & Leithwood, 2010; Miller, 2013; Rowan & Denk, 1984,
Weinstein, Jacobowitz, Ely, Landon, & Schwartz, 2009).
When there is principal turnover in a school, there is often a decline in student
achievement scores after the transition of the new principal (Bartanen et al., 2019; Béteille et al.,
2012; Miller, 2013; Rowan & Denk, 1984). Mascall and Leithwood (2010) conducted a mixed
methods study in which principal turnover and student achievement were investigated. They
found that “principal turnover have significant negative effects on student achievement”
(Mascall & Leithwood, 2010, p. 375). Miller (2013) studied 12 years of North Carolina public
school administrative data and found a decline in student achievement scores when there was a
change in principals. Bartanen et al. (2019) studied principal turnover rates in relationship to
student achievement and teacher turnover and found that principal turnover had a negative
impact on both student achievement and teacher retention. The researchers found that the
increase in teacher turnover only played a small role in the decline in student achievement
(Bartanen et al., 2019). It can take up to four years to reverse the decrease in scores after the
change in principal (Miller, 2013). The decline in student achievement scores may be temporary
(Miller, 2013; Rowan & Denk, 1984). The negative impact on student achievement becomes
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more pronounced, with higher rates of principal turnover (Miller, 2013). The more frequently
there was principal turnover in a building, the more dramatic the decline in test scores (Miller,
2013; Weinstein et al., 2009).
The decline in achievement was compounded by the fact that there are higher principal
turnover rates in low performing schools (Béteille et al., 2012; Gates et al., 2005). Béteille et al.
(2012) analyzed longitudinal data from the Miami-Dade County Public Schools in which
principal turnover data were collected along with scores from the state standardized test.
Principal turnover had a negative effect on student achievement, “particularly large negative
effects on the achievement of students attending high poverty schools” (Béteille et al., 2012, p.
906). At-risk student populations are more affected by principal turnover “schools with more
principal turnover also have a higher fraction of students eligible for free and reduced lunch”
(Miller, 2013, pp. 64-65). Schools with at-risk student populations not only experienced higher
rates of principal turnover but also experienced a greater impact on student achievement after the
turnover (Béteille et al., 2012; Miller, 2013).
Along with the decrease in student achievement and an interruption to programming,
parents and students also reported a decline in school climate after a change in principals
(Griffith, 1999). Meyer, Macmillan, and Northfield (2009) studied 12 schools in Nova Scotia to
consider how frequent principal turnover impacted teachers and found that schools with frequent
principal turnover had lower levels of teacher morale and distrust of the principal. It is not
surprising that student achievement, school programming, and school climate decline as a result
of a turnover in building principal since school principals’ impact all of these aspects.
Principal turnover also disrupts new programming and initiatives (Strickland-Cohen,
McIntosh, & Horner, 2014). When this disruption happens frequently due to rapid principal
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turnover, it is difficult for staff in a school to build continuity: “Rapid turnover of school leaders
and principals especially creates significant barriers to educational change” (Fink & Brayman,
2006, p. 86). Schools that recently experienced a change in principals also have a greater rate of
teacher turnover (Béteille et al., 2012). Furthermore, teacher turnover occurs more frequently in
schools where there is a high rate of principal turnover (Fuller, 2012). Greater teacher turnover
rates are associated with overall lower student achievement, and schools with students from
lower income families were more impacted by the change in principals (Béteille et al., 2012;
Gates et al., 2005). One potential benefit to teacher turnover is that principals have the
opportunity to hire effective classroom teachers. Principals that hire teachers and then hold them
to higher standards demonstrated positive student outcomes (Brewer, 1993). A new principal is
able to implement changes that can benefit the school and school climate through their deliberate
hiring.
While rapid principal turnover can negatively impact both school climate and student
achievement, when a principal is able to stay in a school for a while, both achievement and
school climate improve (Azaiez & Slate, 2017; Coelli & Green, 2012; Fink & Brayman, 2006;
Mascall & Leithwood, 2010). Coelli and Green (2012) reported that when principals stayed in a
building for longer than three years, they were able to impact both graduation rates and
achievement scores positively. Miller (2013) noted that it can take up to four years to reverse the
impact on student achievement scores after a change in leadership. Mascall and Leithwood
(2010) agreed that principals should be at a school for a minimum of four years in order to
mediate the negative impact a change in principal can have on student achievement. Seashore
Louis, Leithwood, Wahlstrom, and Anderson (2010) recommended that principals stay at a
school for a minimum of four years but found more benefit when principals were there at least
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five to seven years. Azaiez and Slate (2017) found that, when principals had more than six years
at a school, the students scored “statistically significantly better in reading and mathematics than
did their peers who were enrolled in schools where principals had fewer than six years of
experience at that school” (p. 161). The longer a principal stayed at the school, the larger the
impact the principal will have on the school (Coelli & Green, 2012).
Principal Turnover and the
Change Process
Not only does rapid principal turnover impact student achievement, but it also creates
barriers to educational change in the school (Fink & Brayman, 2006). When change occurs
within a school, there is consistently an implementation dip as the school begins to incorporate
the change into practice (Fullan, 2001). This dip is consistent with the decrease that is observed
with both school climate and student achievement. In the Concerns-Based Adoption Model
(CBAM), it is noted that there are six stages of concern that participants go through as change is
incorporated (Hall, 1979; Hall, 2013). The stages of concern consider the feelings and attitudes
of teachers as the change takes place (Hall, 1979; Hall, 2013). The first two stages of concern
focus on the impact of the change on the individual experiencing the change (Hall, 1979; Hall,
2013). As principal turnover occurs, the teachers and staff wonder how they will be impacted by
the new leader. When rapid principal turnover occurs, the teachers and staff become jaded by
the new principals and start to see the incoming principals as “merely interchangeable
messengers of agents external to the school” (Fink & Brayman, 2006, p. 86). The longer a
principal remains in a school, the more impact a principal will have as the principal begins to
move teachers through the stages of concern from the focus on self into the next phases of
change that focus on task and then the impact of the change (Hall, 2013).
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Conclusion
Over the last five decades, the study of school climate has grown. There is a plethora of
research on school climate, its impact on student achievement, and the principal’s role in
affecting school climate. These relationships have ignited the interest of educators and state
policymakers in school climate (Thapa et al., 2013). In 2009, almost 60% of the states in the
U.S. had climate surveys that were either mandated or made available (Cohen et al., 2009).
School principals impact the climate of the school through actions and leadership choices (Cohen
et al., 2009; MacNeil et al., 2009). The role of the school principal is apparent so, when there is
a change in leadership due to a principal turnover, there is both a decline in school climate and
student achievement.
A clear relationship between principals, school climate, and student achievement exist.
There is still much to be learned around how principals within their first three years in a school
can impact the climate of the school. There is limited research on what incoming principals can
do to strengthen or even maintain the climate of a school. Much of the research on school
climate and principal actions has focused on established building principals and identified
creating a shared vision and goal setting as the primary strategy for improving school climate
(Hallinger & Heck, 1998; MacNeil et al., 2009). While a shared vision and goal setting are
attributes of a positive school climate, there are other factors of school climate that are not
addressed by goal setting, such as the interpersonal relationships among the members of the
school, shared teaching and learning practices, leadership practices, and the organizational
structures in place (National School Climate Council, 2007). This study focused on identifying
other strategies of principals in their first three years at school that impact the climate of the
school.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
This chapter consists of the methodology used for examining the perceived impact of a
principal on school climate in the third year at the school. A case study methodology was used
in order to gain insight into the perspectives of the stakeholders impacted by the change in
leadership. In this chapter, the following will be discussed: the problem, research question,
research methodology, data collection, data analysis, trustworthiness, and the limitations of the
study.
Restatement of the Problem
Principals impact student achievement (Brewer, 1993; Eberts & Stone, 1998; Hallinger &
Heck, 1998; Klar & Brewer, 2013; Leithwood et al., 2010; Leithwood et al., 2004; Marzano et
al., 2005; McKinney et al., 2015). Research confirms that while principals’ impact is indirect,
principals do impact student achievement (Hallinger & Heck, 1998). Since principals have a role
in the success of a school, when a principal leaves a school, there is often a decline in student
achievement (Béteille et al., 2012; Miller, 2013; Rowan & Denk, 1984). This decline becomes
problematic when principal turnover frequently happens within a school (Weinstein et al., 2009).
Fuller (2012) found that almost 50% of principals will either leave or change schools within their
first three years at a school. It can take a school up to five years to regain the decline in student
achievement scores after there has been a change in principals (Miller, 2013; Seashore Louis et
al., 2010). When frequent principal turnover occurs, student achievement declines.
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Educational researchers have consistently found that schools with positive school climate
demonstrate higher student achievement (Brookover et al., 1978; Johnson & Stevens, 2006;
MacNeil et al., 2009; Thapa et al., 2013; Williams et al., 2007) and principals impact the climate
of a school (Haynes et al., 1997; Kelley et al., 2005). Haynes et al. (1997) noted that “the
principal’s role in guiding the direction of the school” (pp. 326-327) is an important ingredient in
fostering a positive school climate. The school climate is negatively impacted when there is a
principal turnover (Mascall & Leithwood, 2010; Rangel, 2018). Given that there can be rapid
principal turnover occurring in schools, it is important to find strategies to help mitigate the
decline in school climate when there is a change in principals. Mascall, Moore, Jantzi, Walker,
and Sacks (2011) noted that “incoming principals can minimize the disruption of leadership
change if they are able to provide support for an existing culture, rather than trying to establish a
new culture” (p. 105). Identifying strategies principals can use to impact the climate of their
school can provide insight into ways to prevent the predicted drop in school climate when there
is a change in the school principal.
Research Question
The aim of this study was to investigate how the principal, teachers, and staff in a school
perceived the impact of the principal on the climate of the school in the principal’s third year at
the school. This study used the definition of school climate by Pickeral et al. (2009); school
climate is “based on patterns of school life experiences and reflects norms, goals, values,
interpersonal relationships, teaching, learning and leadership practices” (p. 3). These patterns
support teachers “feeling socially, emotionally and physically safe” (Pickeral et al., 2009, p. 3).
The study aimed to explore how the actions of the principal were perceived to impact the
school’s climate and gain insight into the leadership strategies principals within their first three
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years at a school could use to positively impact school climate. Specifically, this study
considered how a principal in the third year at a school has built relationships and developed
teaching, learning, and leadership practices. While school climate was often studied, there were
not many studies that consider the impact on school climate after there has been a principal
turnover. This study aimed to address the gap in the literature by exploring the question:
Q1

What changes in a school’s climate do the staff in a Rocky Mountain high school
perceive when a principal has been at a school for three years?
Rationale for Qualitative Study and Epistemology

This study considered the actions of a principal in the third year at a school and the
strategies and leadership choices made by the principal that were perceived by the staff, teachers,
and principals to impact the climate of the school. The perceived impact of the principal on the
climate of the school was explored using a qualitative case study to determine trends and patterns
in the data collected through observations, artifacts, and semi-structured interviews. By
definition, the climate of a school is measured by the perceptions and experiences of those in the
school (National School Climate Council, 2007). This question was best suited for a qualitative
case study because the study of climate is directly impacted by the perceptions and experiences
of the members of the school (Cohen et al., 2009). “Qualitative researchers are often more
concerned about uncovering knowledge about how people think and feel about the circumstances
in which they find themselves than they are in making judgments about whether those thoughts
and feelings are valid” (Thorne, 2000, p. 68). The open-ended approach that accompanies
qualitative research allowed for the participants interviewed to be able to “shape the response
possibilities” (Creswell, 2015, p. 19). Qualitative methodology provided an opportunity to
explore the trends and patterns in the perspectives of teachers and incoming principals as they
shared their experiences and perceptions (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016).
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The study was conducted through the interpretivism paradigm. Research conducted in
the interpretivism paradigm attempts “to understand and explain human and social reality”
(Crotty, 2013, pp. 66-67). The interpretivism paradigm focuses on the belief that experiences are
constructed from the perspectives of the individuals experiencing the event (Morrison, 2012).
An interpretivism approach assumes that there is not an objective reality. Rather, reality is
created by the meaning people bring to it (Morrison, 2012). The interpretivism epistemology
suited this study because the experiences and perceptions of the teachers, staff, and principal in
regard to the principal’s actions and choices determined the themes and patterns that emerged
from the data (Crotty, 2013). A qualitative study honored the experiences of the teachers, staff,
and principal and acknowledged the impact these experiences had on the reality of the
participants (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016).
Research Methodology
This study used a qualitative case study methodology, as this was an in-depth analysis of
a bounded system (Creswell, 2013; Creswell, 2015; Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). Stake (2010)
noted the power of a case study lies in the ability of the researcher to understand one thing well.
According to Merriam and Tisdell (2016), a case study is the study of one particular case that is
selected based on unique and distinguishing characteristics that can provide new insights and
learnings. This study considered the perceived impact of a principal on the school climate during
the principal’s third year at the school. An intrinsic case study model was used, as the school
selected for research was identified because of its ability to provide insight into the research
question (Creswell, 2015, p. 469).
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Study Design
In order to study the perceived impact the principal had on the climate of a school in the
principal’s third year, the perspectives and experiences of the principal, teachers, and staff of the
school all needed to be considered as school climate “is based on patterns of school life
experiences” (National School Climate Council, 2007, p. 5). To fully understand the perceived
impact of a principal during the third year at a school, semi-structured interviews occurred with
teachers, staff, and building administrators including the school’s principal and the
administrative team that included the assistant principals and the dean of students as all of their
perceptions of the school contributed to the climate of the school (National School Climate
Council, 2007). Data through the forms of interviews, observations, and artifacts were collected
and analyzed from the school that was studied.
School selection criteria. The aim of the study was to explore the perceived impact a
principal at a school for three years had on the climate of the school. This study focused on a
high school principal as there is a greater principal turnover rate at the secondary level than at the
elementary level (Fuller, 2012). Fuller (2012) found that high schools had the highest rate of
principal turnover. Only 30% of new high school principals remained at their school after three
years (Fuller, 2012). This is problematic as high school principals “‘matter’ for student
achievement gains” (Brewer, 1993, p. 288). Coelli and Green (2012) found that high school
principals have an impact on both 12th grade English exam scores and high school graduation
rates.
The high school selected to be studied was selected for many reasons, one being that it
was located in a stable school district. School districts matter as school district leadership and
organizational conditions provide a strong influence over school leaders (Leithwood & Jantzi,
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2008). Because school district policies impact the work of building principals, selecting a school
within a stable district helped to isolated the behaviors of the school principal that were
perceived to impact school climate. The school district in which the school was located has been
selected for the consistency and stability it has demonstrated over the past decade. The school
district was located within the Rocky Mountain region. It supported more than 32,000 students
and operated 60 schools and programs. The school district had seven traditional high schools,
along with an alternative high school and an online high school. The school district was
expansive and covered more than 400 square miles and included four different counties within its
boundaries. It had the same superintendent for ten years and saw a continual increase in student
achievement and growth over that period of time. During the superintendent’s tenure, the school
district had the community’s support with the passage of two different pieces of local legislation
that helped provide additional funding to the district. While educational change at the state and
federal levels cannot be avoided, the school district’s consistency and stability helped to provide
an immutable backdrop for studying school climate as change and volatility at the district level
had been mitigated as much as possible.
This study focused on a high school in the identified school district that had experienced
a change in the building principal three years ago. The study of a principal in the third year at a
school was intentional. After three years at a school, the principal would have had time to
establish himself as the leader of the school. Coelli and Green (2012) noted that “it takes time
for principals to have their full effect on a school” (p. 107). It can take anywhere from three to
five years for a school to rebound from a new leader (Miller, 2013; Seashore Louis et al., 2010).
Studying a principal in the third year at a school provided enough time for the principal to create
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their own legacy while also allowing the school to recover from the predicted decline after a
principal turnover.
In the identified district, two high schools met these criteria. Although both schools
would offer an interesting perspective, the school selected for the study was selected because of
the previous year’s student achievement growth. The selected school was located in a rural part
of the district. The school had been working on bringing in new programming, including a
partnership with local tech companies and community colleges to help students earn their
associate’s degree or trade certifications while in high school and an engineering-focused
program for students. The school was located in a small, tight-knit community with strong
familial roots. The school had about 1,000 students, with almost one third of the student
population identified as minority and 23% of the student population qualified for free or reduced
lunches. In 2017 the school received a performance rating from the Colorado Department of
Education (CDE). This was an improvement from their previous rating of Improvement. A
rating of Performance by CDE indicates that the school has met the state requirements for
academic achievement, academic longitudinal growth, and postsecondary and workforce
readiness (Colorado Department of Education, n.d.). The school was selected for study as they
had maintained the Performance Rating for the last two years since the principal’s arrival.
Data Collection
In qualitative research, “data collection is about asking, watching, and reviewing”
(Merriam & Tisdell, 2016, p. 105). This study utilized the three most common forms of data
collection in qualitative research by interviewing participants in the school, conducting
observations at school and staff meetings, and gathering documents and artifacts to triangulate
the findings (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). Prior to collecting data, Institutional Review Board
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(IRB) permission was obtained from both the participating school district and the researcher’s
university (Appendix A). All digital data collected was stored on a hard drive. Paper data and
consent forms, along with the hard drive, were locked in the researcher’s office.
Semi-structured interviews. School climate includes the experiences and impressions
of all stakeholders (National School Climate Council, 2007); therefore, the principal, assistant
principals, dean of students, teachers, and classified staff members were interviewed. Seven
teachers were selected to participate in the study. Teachers from different content areas in the
building were selected in order to capture a spectrum of different experiences around the
principal’s choices and actions. There was an aim to interview a wide variety of teachers with a
teacher from each major content area (math, language arts, social studies, and science), a special
education teacher, a school counselor, and an elective teacher. All of the teachers selected taught
at the school during the previous principal’s employment and for the entire duration of the
principal’s tenure. The teachers were selected to ensure a diversity of perspectives. All of the
buildings’ administrators, including both assistant principals and the dean of students, were
interviewed. These participants offered a unique perspective into the incoming principal’s
choices as they worked closely with him. Lastly, classified staff was interviewed as they also
impact the school’s climate and could offer a different perspective. Classified staff members
were any building employee that did not require a state license (e.g., a teaching certificate) for
the position. Three classified staff, who had been at the school during the previous principal’s
employment as well as the current principal’s tenure, were interviewed. Each stakeholder group
had its own interview questions (Appendices B-D) as their roles and experiences varied. The
interview questions paralleled each other with slight differences to reflect the different
experiences of each stakeholder.
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Selected school administrators, teachers, and classified staff were invited to participate
via email and were given the option to discontinue once the study has been explained. Prior to
participating in the interview, teacher, staff, and administrator participants read and signed the
consent form (Appendix E). Individual semi-structured interviews were conducted one-on-one
and lasted approximately 30 minutes. Participants were compensated for their time with a $15
gift card. Participants were able to select the time and location for the interview. Confidentiality
was maintained by assigning participants a pseudonym that was used during the entirety of the
study. Each interview was digitally recorded and then transcribed.
Observations. While interviews provide insight into how people feel and interpret their
experiences, observations provide a “firsthand encounter with the phenomenon of interest rather
than a secondhand account of the world obtained in an interview” (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016).
Observations with rich descriptions were conducted at the school during school events and staff
meetings to provide firsthand experience with how the students, teachers, staff, and principal
engaged and interacted with each other. A minimum of four observations were conducted at
events such as student award nights, school events, and graduation. During these observations,
the researcher took field notes using a protocol (Appendix F) in which the sequence of events
and body language of the participants was captured. The protocol was intentionally kept vague
so that the researcher did not predetermine the interactions at the events. The same protocol
(Appendix F) was used for all observations in order to create consistency among what was being
observed and reported. These observations provided insight into the school members’
interactions with the school’s principal and the potential impact on the school’s climate.
Documents. In qualitative research, documents are materials such as newspaper articles,
official records, and government documents that provide insight into the question being studied
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(Creswell, 2015; Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). The school’s Unified Improvement Plan (UIP) that
is required by CDE was analyzed. This document contains the school’s goals for the next three
years. The school website and the school’s weekly bulletin to parents were considered as well.
Since the Colorado Education Initiative (2012) recommended that multiple measures are used to
measure school climate, student achievement and growth data for one year prior to the change in
principal through the year in which the study was conducted were analyzed. Teacher turnover
rates and student attendance rates were gathered for the year prior to the principal turnover and
collected for each year through the year of the study. These documents, paired with the
interviews and observations, helped to provide insight into what was happening in the school and
the impact of the principal. The contextual data helped to inform whether the perceptions of the
participants align or diverge with what can be observed in the schools. This helped to provide a
richer description of the perceived impact the change in principal has on the climate of the school
during the study.
Data Analysis
In qualitative research, data collection and data analysis can be an ongoing process that
occurs simultaneously (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). In this study, data collection and analysis
were a recursive process in which as soon as data is collected, it was analyzed and included in
the ongoing themes that emerged (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). After each set of interviews,
observations, or documents gathered, data analysis was conducted in order to continue to refine
the themes that emerged.
Transcripts from the researcher’s interviews served as critical sources of data for the
research. The interviews were transcribed and the findings from the interviews were derived by
using Constant Comparative Analysis (CCA) in which open coding was used to identify patterns
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by tracking trends and concepts throughout each interview (Creswell, 2015). From the open
coding, axial coding was used to condense the notes from the open coding and eventually distill
the major themes (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016).
Trustworthiness. Trustworthiness is the degree in which a study can be trusted and
ensures the reliability of the qualitative study (Golafshani, 2003; Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). In
other words, “the question of trustworthiness becomes how well a particular study does what it is
designed to do” (Merriam, 1995, p. 52). Merriam (1995) argued that much could be learned
from a study of one as long as the study demonstrates trustworthiness by illustrating internal
validity, reliability, and external validity. This study demonstrated trustworthiness through all
three measures.
Internal validity. Internal validity measures how well the research findings match what
actually occurred (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). The most commonly used strategy to demonstrate
internal validity is triangulation (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). In this study, triangulation was used
in two ways to corroborate the findings. First, triangulation was used to verify the findings
between the individuals interviewed, documents, and observations (Creswell, 2015). The
researcher examined each piece of data for common themes and trends that emerged (Creswell,
2015; Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). This strategy helped ensure that the findings of the study were
consistent as they drew from multiple data sources (Creswell, 2015; Merriam & Tisdell, 2016).
Secondly, the findings from the interviews were triangulated with the responses from the
different employee groups at the school as triangulation also occurred by “comparing the
perspectives of people from different points of view” in the organization (Patton, 1999).
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Member checking was another strategy that was used in order to ensure internal validity
(Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). Participants were offered the opportunity to confirm the transcript
from their interview.
Reliability. In qualitative research, reliability measures the extent to which the results are
consistent with the data that was collected (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). Triangulation can also be
used to demonstrate reliability in qualitative research (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). Along with
triangulation, peer examination and an audit trail are strategies that help to establish reliability
(Merriam, 1995; Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). Peer examination was used; a peer was asked to
consider the themes and results to determine if the connections made were plausible (Merriam,
1995, p. 56). Throughout the process, the researcher maintained an audit trail that included
descriptions of how data was collected, analyzed, and categories derived (Merriam & Tisdell,
2016).
External validity. In qualitative research, external validity refers to the transferability of
the study (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). One of the most common strategies for demonstrating
transferability is providing a “rich, thick description” of the setting, participant interviews, and
observations (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016, pp. 256-257). A rich, thick description of the setting and
participants helped illustrate the contexts in which the findings could transfer. In both the audit
trail and observation notes, the researcher maintained rich descriptions of what took place.
Limitations and Bias
As with any study, there are limitations. This study used a qualitative case study
approach that allowed for the experiences of a staff that has undergone a principal transition to
be explored. The nature of qualitative research provided the opportunity to explore complex
relationships and develop an understanding of the situation being investigated; however, it does
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limit the ability to generalize the findings (Creswell, 2013; Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). The study
of school climate is based on the perceptions of the individuals involved; therefore, a great deal
of effort was made to interview a wide range of participants to get as many participants’
perceptions and opinions included as possible. However, the data collected will be limited by
those who participate. This could create potential limitations as some perspectives within the
school may be missed.
Researcher Bias
In qualitative research, the researcher is the primary instrument for both data collection
and analysis. As such, it is important to acknowledge the potential bias the researcher brings into
the study (Creswell, 2015). I have served in education for over ten years. During this time, I
have worked as a classroom teacher, instructional coach, and assistant principal. As a current
school administrator, this study has been close to my heart as I witness the impact incoming
principals have on schools regularly. I have a personal interest in finding strategies that best
support school climate when there is a change in principals in order to prevent the predicted
decline in student achievement that is often associated with a change in principals (Miller, 2013).
This interest could potentially create bias around the findings. For this reason, triangulation and
an audit trail with reflective journaling will be used to verify that the findings from the
interviews are consistent with other artifacts from the school. In the audit trail, I will keep
detailed notes of my reflections from each observation and interview as well as questions and
decisions that I make throughout the data analysis process. The audit trail will be a running
record of my interactions with the data collection and analysis process (Merriam & Tisdell,
2016)
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The school that was studied is in my current school district, and I have personal
relationships with many of the teachers and administrators involved in the study. This could
have created a bias in the interactions with the participants as well as in the interpretation of the
data collected. While I believe that my relationships with the participants helped them to feel
comfortable sharing their experiences, it could have created bias in both the interviews and the
analysis of the data. This is why it was important that the interview questions guided the
interviews and peer examination was an important tool to ensure that the findings were
consistent with what another researcher would determine. Peer examination helped ensure that
my findings were consistent with what other researchers would find, helping to ensure that my
bias was not impacting the findings.
Conclusion
Through the use of a qualitative case study, the impact principals in the third year at a
school have on the climate of the school was explored. This study sought to understand the
strategies a principal who had been at a school for three years used that were perceived to impact
the school’s climate. The findings from this study can be used by district leaders and school
principals as they consider how to best support incoming principals in the face of continual
principal turnover.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
The purpose of this chapter is to answer the research question:
Q1

What changes in a school’s climate do the staff in a Rocky Mountain high school
perceive when a principal has been at a school for three years?

A qualitative case study was used to investigate this question as qualitative research
allows for knowledge to be constructed by the people within the experience (Merriam & Tisdell,
2016). Interviews with 14 staff members at a Rocky Mountain high school regarding their
perceptions of the climate of the school, along with observations and school documents including
attendance rates and state achievement scores were analyzed to determine trends in the data. The
principal explained that he was intentionally trying to change the climate of the school and the
staff members interviewed all commented that they had observed a difference in the school
climate as well. Through the interviews, observations, and analysis of school documents, three
themes emerged. The school climate change seemed to be most directly impacted by an
increased focus on instructional practices the principal brought to the school, his leadership style,
and the relationships he formed with staff members and the community. In this chapter, the
school’s background will be presented followed by the participants’ perceptions of the school
climate. From there, the three themes and their perceived impact on school climate will be
presented.
Overview of Nomenclature
One high school was selected to participate in the case study in order to perform an indepth investigation of the perceived impact the incoming principal had on the climate of the
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school. In order to preserve anonymity, the titles of each participant's position except for the
building principal have been removed. Rather, the participants have been identified by the
employee group that they were members of: for example, the assistant principals and dean of
students have been placed in the administrator group, teachers and the school counselor have
been placed into the certified staff group, and staff members who do not need a state-issued
teaching license are grouped under the classified staff grouping. All certified and classified staff
selected for the study had been at the school during the previous and current principal. There
was an aim to interview a wide variety of teachers with a teacher from each major content area
(math, language arts, social studies, and science), a special education teacher, a school counselor,
and an elective teacher. All of the buildings’ administrators, including both assistant principals
and the dean of students, were interviewed. Throughout this chapter, all participants were
identified by their pseudonyms to protect their anonymity. A summary of the participants and
their employee group are provided in Table 1. Direct quotes from participants have been
included as much as possible. If a direct quote contains information that could be used to
identify the school or the participant, the information has been replaced with either a pseudonym
or a vague description. The substitution has been indicated with the use of square brackets (e.g.
[previous principal]). Square brackets have also been used to add clarifying details to direct
quotes to provide information to clarify the statements made.
Setting the Stage
Previous Principal
This study focused on a high school in a stable school district in the Rocky Mountain
region. The school district educated more than 32,000 students and operated 60 schools and and
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Table 1
Participants pseudonyms and the classification of their employee group
Participant

Role

Nathan

Principal

Thomas

Administrator

Marcus

Administrator

Meredith

Administrator

Jonathan

Certified Staff

Shirley

Certified Staff

Kelly

Certified Staff

Rebecca

Certified Staff

Daniel

Certified Staff

Catherine

Certified Staff

Monica

Certified Staff

Tanya

Classified Staff

Sherry

Classified Staff

Emma

Classified Staff

programs the year this study was conducted. The high school selected for the study enrolled
about 1,000 students, with almost one third of the student population identified as minority
23% of the student population qualified for free or reduced lunches. Before the current principal
arrived at the Rocky Mountain High School, the previous principal had been there for seven
years. During his tenure at the school, the school’s performance on the state standardized tests
given in the spring fluctuated between placing the school in the state’s Performance category and
moving down a level into the Improvement category. These categories were assigned by the
Colorado Department of Education (CDE) and were based on the following data: academic
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achievement, academic longitudinal growth, and postsecondary and workforce readiness
(2019b). In order to have received a ranking of Performance, the school must have a cumulative
rating of 53% out of the possible points or higher (Colorado Department of Education, 2019a).
Schools in the range of 42% to 52% received a ranking of Improvement (Colorado Department
of Education, 2019a). During the previous principal’s last four years at the school, there was a
steady decline in the school’s overall scores from 61.7%, a Performance ranking down to 50.3%,
an Improvement ranking during his last year at the school.
The previous principal valued relationships with the staff and students and wanted
everyone to feel loved and valued. Over half of the teachers interviewed noted that the previous
principal put in considerable effort to support teachers and make them feel appreciated.
Jonathan, a teacher, said, “[The former principal] was very much the cheerleader. I’d never had
a principal that was so much on your side…[he] attended absolutely every [school event]. I’d
never experienced that before.” The previous principal went above and beyond to let the staff
know that he cared about them and valued their work. Thomas, one of the building
administrators, agreed that the previous principal “had a much more hands-off style...He was
much more about the emotional leadership, former football coach, the rah-rah halftime speech
kind of style.” His love and compassion went beyond the teachers and extended to the students.
Tanya, a classified staff member, commented that the former principal was a “nurturer where he
would during announcements say, ‘if nobody’s told you today, I’m going to tell you that I love
you.’” The previous principal cared deeply for the staff members and students of the school;
however, this did not always translate into effective leadership practices.
While many of the teachers remembered the previous principal fondly because he cared
for them, they often expressed frustration with his lack of willingness to have tough
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conversations. Daniel, a teacher, noted that the previous principal was more “rah-rah” with not
much accountability. Monica, a teacher, concurred, “[The previous principal] was a great
person, but he was not a good leader. He was a terrible leader. He wanted everybody to have
just a lovely life, and everybody should be happy. He didn’t want to have any kind of conflict.”
Kelly, a teacher, said, “He was all the hugs and feels, and you knew you mattered as a teacher to
him, and he wanted to know you … but [he] was a little soft… he cared so much. It’s hard to be
a disciplinarian...to have hard conversations.” Both teachers and administrators expressed
frustration with the lack of accountability for both the students and staff in the building. They
speculated that he would sometimes avoid having the difficult conversations that come with
accountability due to his kind and compassionate nature.
Some of the participants reflected that the previous principal was not always consistent
with discipline, which meant it felt like discipline was not always fair. Shirley, a teacher,
commented that some kids could get away with more misbehavior, “especially the athletes.”
Meredith, an administrator, explained that the previous principal “was all about the kids, but in a
way that had more favoritism… [if you were] one of the good kids, or if you happen to be in
sports, then...discipline was nonexistent.” Shirley explained that some of the difficulty was
because the previous principal had his children at the school. She said that because his children
were at the school:
He was very close to certain parents and not so close to others. There was this, “I’ve got
the principal in my back pocket if I need to” [mentality]. There was a lot of truth to that.
That alienated a lot of other parents that felt like he wasn’t fair.
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The lack of consistency in discipline was noted by the administrators that had worked with him
and some of the teachers interviewed. This was frustrating for staff members as they did not
always believe that students were being treated fairly.
The previous principal would delegate the role of instructional leader to his assistant
principal. Some of the teachers commented that they would not go to the principal when they
had questions about classroom instruction. They knew to go to the assistant principal instead.
Catherine, a teacher, explained, “[The former principal] was not [into] academics. If you had
any type of academic [question], you went to the assistant principal...he was directing the
academics.” Meredith, a building administrator, commented that the previous principal “relied a
lot on the assistant principal to be the principal of the high school.” The previous principal saw
his role as supporting the students’ and staff’s emotional well-being and left the teaching and
learning facilitation to his assistant principal. The teachers explained that there were clear roles
within the administrative team and they knew to approach the assistant principal with any
questions concerning their classroom instruction.
During the previous principal’s tenure, the school went through a difficult time when
three students committed suicide during one school year. This had a lasting impact on the school
and the community for years after. Shirley, a teacher, reflected on that time by explaining, “We
lost enrollment, we lost teachers, we lost potential.” Both Shirley and Meredith noted that, after
the year with the suicides, the school got the reputation of being “the suicide school,” and the
school’s enrollment took a dive. It has taken the school a long time to change that reputation and
rebuild it.
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Incoming Principal
The incoming principal’s transition was not easy as he was not the teachers’ first choice
for the position. During the interview process, teachers were included in the interview
committee and some of the staff members recalled that the incoming principal was not their first
choice for the position. Daniel, a teacher, remembered, “I was on the hiring committee for the
principal. Honestly, he did a good job. I think we had a few people in mind...we weren’t all
100% locked in.” He explained that, once the principal was hired, he seemed to improve. A
couple of the teachers who were on the interview committee remembered that he was not their
first choice for the position. Some of the teachers felt like the school district had made the hiring
decision for them. Monica, a teacher, mentioned, “There were a lot of people upset when we got
a new principal.” One reason some of the teachers were hesitant with the incoming principal
was that they believed he had a “middle school” mentality. He came from the community’s local
middle school, where he had been the principal for seven years. Marcus, one of the building’s
administrators, said, “There are people that I think are annoyed by it because he comes off a little
much as a middle school guy...He’s super positive. He’s kind of corny.” Tanya, a classified
staff member, remembered his first year at the school and she agreed that he did have a bit of the
“middle school” mentality. She explained, “He was in a middle school [previously]. I think
some of his ideas and the way he went about things was more directed towards a middle school,
but that just takes time to...expand to high school.” The principal’s previous experience at a
middle school concerned the teachers as they were worried that he would have a leadership style
that was better suited for younger students.
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Current Climate of the School
Overall, when asked to consider the climate of the school, a little over half of the
participants reported that the climate of the school was welcoming and positive. Emma, a
classified staff member, described the school as “warm,” and Sherry, a classified staff member,
agreed, stating, “I think we have a good climate here. [The principal] does such a good job of
getting the kids focused.” Jonathan, a teacher in the building, reflected on the climate of the
school, explaining, “We get along very well. It’s very much of a fun family atmosphere. All the
staff is just absolutely amazing. We like to have fun.” Many of the staff members reported that
the climate of the school was positive. However, most of the staff members interviewed
identified some underlying issues with the school climate.
Some of the staff members commented that they felt like the school climate could
become more academic in order to create an environment where students could be successful.
When Shirley, a teacher, was asked her opinions about the climate of the school, she explained
that “there’s a lack of academic competitiveness” at the school. Meredith, an administrator,
echoed this sentiment when asked about the school’s climate. She explained that they are “still
trying to get to that climate where we want it to be cool to be smart and cool to get good grades.”
The teachers expressed that they would like a school climate that had more of an academic focus.
They would like for the school to become a place where students are proud of being
academically successful.
Other staff members commented that the camaraderie with teachers at times was
challenging. Tanya, a classified staff member, believed that it was hard for new staff teachers to
join the school due to the tight-knit community. She explained, “I think when people first come
[here], especially staff, that it’s not always welcoming.” Other staff members commented on the
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staff’s growing division and the frustration that some teachers had around the principal’s
leadership style and the changes he wanted to make in the school. Some staff members
attributed the tension they felt in the school climate with the changes that the principal was trying
to make. These undercurrents of frustration were causing the climate of the school to change.
Shifts in School Climate
The principal explained that when he came to the school, he intentionally came with the
purpose of changing the school’s climate. He reflected that the climate of the school was still
transforming as he explained that they “are going through a pretty big shift...we are developing
new relationships and new ideas and a new vision for who we are at the school...and where we’re
going, changing perceptions in the way we teach.” The principal expressed that he was focusing
on changing “how” the school and staff approached educating students.
Many of the staff members commented on the shift in school climate since the arrival of
the principal. Daniel, a teacher, noted, “I think the climate has changed…When [the principal]
came on, he wanted to change things little by little. I think he’s definitely getting there. I think
it’s a long process.” Some teachers and administrators speculated that part of the school climate
shift came from the accountability the principal imposed on the staff. Monica, a teacher,
believed that there was a group of teachers that were frustrated because of his high expectations
for the staff. She commented, “We used to have people that wouldn’t even go to staff meetings
and [would] not [walk] upstairs, so they just wouldn’t go... [The principal’s] like, ‘No.
Everybody’s going. We have an elevator if you can’t walk up there.’” Monica appreciated her
principal holding everyone to the same standards. However, she acknowledged that this made
some of the teachers on the staff angry.
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Some of the teachers commented that the shift in school climate seemed to have impacted
the school’s staff members’ collegiality. They mentioned that staff relationships seemed to be
strained and there was less socializing amongst the staff. Catherine, a teacher, reflected that the
school climate felt fractured since the arrival of the principal. She said, “There’s this feeling that
there's not a lot of [staff get-togethers]. I feel like we used to have more.” Others felt like the
climate was becoming negative, making it hard to work in the school. Kelly, a teacher, reflected
that the climate amongst the staff was not good. She explained, “[The school climate is] rough. I
think people are divided. I think that there is some… passive-aggressiveness that’s not quite
conducive for...an environment in which we are trying to work together and collaborate to help
kids.” With the school climate shift, some of the teachers reported feeling less connected and
collegial with each other. Other teachers acknowledged the change in the school climate was
creating tension but did not perceive it to be as negative as their colleagues. Jonathon, a teacher,
commented that he felt like the school climate was extremely positive and that it felt like the
school had a “family atmosphere.” The teachers in the school had two distinct experiences due
to the changes that the principal was making and its impact on the climate of the school.
Some of the staff members believed that the shift in school climate could be attributed to
outside factors such as the growth taking place in the local community. Marcus, an administrator
in the building, believed that the change in the school’s climate was due to the small
community’s growth. He explained:
From what I see is that it’s just a shift… just a few years ago, this was a very small
school, [in a] very small town. Now all of a sudden, it’s turning into this larger…
suburban area. Some of those people have not adjusted well.
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Whether the staff believed the change in the school climate was due to the principal or just the
changing times, many noticed that the climate of the school was changing and not all believed it
was changing for the better as the change in climate was creating tension and division amongst
the staff.
Staff Division
One trend that was noted by nearly every teacher and administrator interviewed was the
growing division amongst the teaching staff. As the principal implemented changes to the
school, the teaching staff became more divided and frustrations amongst the two groups were
growing. Some teachers believed that the staff division was due to the influx of new teachers to
the school. The new teachers to the school seemed to be causing tension with some of the older
teaching staff who had been at the school for decades. Shirley, a teacher, reflected on the tension
in the school. She stated, “I think [the staff is] a little more divided… There seems to be an old
versus new. New is energetic and technology… [people think that you] don’t apply to [this
school] unless you’re young.” Daniel, a teacher, believed that the staff division came down to
differences in work habits. He felt like there was a group of teachers willing to put in the extra
time and effort to support students versus another group of teachers who would only work their
contracted day, not doing anything for the students outside of that time. Daniel remarked, “I
think that some people don’t do enough, and some people are a 7:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. kind of a
person. I think that affects the climate… I think [administration] notices that.”
Marcus, an administrator, reflected that the staff’s division seemed to impact teachers’
willingness to speak out at staff meetings and in the leadership team because of the response by
some of the veteran teachers. He commented, “I think that there’s still some culture of not
wanting to step out just yet as [teachers]. Teachers don't feel comfortable yet.” While the staff
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members had different opinions around what was causing the tension in the school, it was clear
that the staff division was a result of the changes being made by the principal. As the principal
continued to implement changes and increased accountability, teachers felt the tension. There
was a growing division amongst the staff members: those who welcomed the change and those
who were resistant to it. Marcus, one of the administrators in the building, reflected that there
were some members of the staff who were not on board with the principal’s vision for the school.
He explained, “There's definitely more accountability…. People are enjoying it. It’s pretty easy
around here…. There are the few that still aren’t appreciative or don’t understand.” As the
principal placed more pressure to change the climate of the school, some staff members
appreciated the change while others were resistant to it.
Increased Focus on Instructional Practices
The change in school climate that many of the staff members commented on was
intentional. The principal explained that when he came to the school, he came in with the
purpose of changing the school climate. He wanted to shift the school climate by changing
teachers’ instructional practices and the expectations they had for students. He explained,
“When I first came here, we very much had a deficit thinking model or mindset, and now we are
shifting so our students can compete the same as students anywhere else in this district or state or
nation.” The principal wanted to change the school climate by bringing an increased focus on
instructional practices. To change the teachers’ mindset, the principal ushered in new
programming for students, increased accountability for teachers, and improved the staff’s
professional development.
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Shifting Instructional Practices
In order to change the climate of the school, the principal began by focusing on changing
some of the teaching practices and beliefs in the school through the implementation of his vision.
He explained, “We are developing new relationships and new ideas and a new vision for who we
are at the school and where we’re going and changing perceptions in the way we teach and
[what] we believe about kids.” Every administrator interviewed spoke about the principal’s
vision and the impact on the school climate. Meredith, one of the building administrators, noted
that, in everything they do as an administration team, they were echoing back to the principal’s
vision. She said, “We have a pretty strong vision…In every professional development, if we're
talking about rigor, authenticity, technology, and those critical skills, then that is something that
they are hearing over and over and over again.” The principal noted that his focus has been on
the school’s vision and making sure that teachers hear that message often. He said, “The key is
having a consistent message and saying it over and over and over in multiple different mediums
so that they get [it] in multiple different ways.” The principal expressed that he came to the
school with a clear vision to change the teachers’ mindset and everything he referenced back to
the vision.
Interestingly, as focused as the administrative team was on the principal’s vision, the
teachers and staff members interviewed did not mention the vision in any of their interviews.
They did comment that there had been an increased focus on instruction and academics.
Jonathan, a teacher, felt like the principal’s focus since his arrival had been to improve student
achievement and adjust the climate of the school to support that. He said, “I think [the
principal’s] big thing is the overall building education and climate. I think he's trying to get it to
go in the right direction.” He reflected that the principal’s top priority had always been student
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achievement. He stated, “I think everything he does is about student learning.” Shirley, a
teacher, noted the increased focus on academics when the principal joined the school. She
explained, “He’s really upped the game academically with kids’ expectations of how many
classes they have to take and that kind of stuff.”
The increased focus on academics came through with the principal’s involvement in
academic decisions. Thomas, an administrator, noted the emphasis on student instruction since
the principal’s arrival. He said, “[The principal has] really brought in a focus on how we do our
work with a high level of attention [to] detail, with a high level of expectation and clarity.” The
previous principal did not have conversations with teachers about their instruction. The teachers
found that the current principal preferred to be involved in discussions about classroom
instruction. Catherine, a teacher, noted that since the principal’s arrival, there had been a shift in
the focus on classroom instruction. She explained, “I probably do talk to [the principal] about
more classroom things than I ever talked to [the former principal] about.”
While the principal focused his energy on changing instructional practices at the school,
the results have been mixed when studying the school’s academic performance data from the
state standardized tests. Since the principal’s arrival, the school’s overall performance rating
from the state of Colorado had been a Performance rating, the top rating in the state. However,
the most recent state assessment scores indicated that the school’s performance declined, and this
year the school received a rating of Improvement, one level below the Performance rating. This
decline in the rating was due to the decrease in the achievement scores on each area of the test
(Language Arts, Math, and Science) and a decline in student growth scores.
Bringing in new programs. Upon entering the school, the principal started to change
the climate of the school by bringing in new programs for students. Meredith, an administrator
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in the building, reflected that “bringing programming in is another thing that has impacted the
climate…He pays attention to what other schools are doing and he's competitive.” Over the
principal’s three years at the school, he worked to bring in student programs that promoted career
paths for students and partnered with local colleges so that students could earn college credit
while completing high school courses. Two of the programs were science-based, focusing on the
biology-medical field, and the third program trained students to become teachers. Shirley, a
teacher in the school, explained that the principal was “a huge proponent of programs that catch
kids...creating opportunities for kids.” The principal believed strongly in providing
programming that supported every student in the building and provided all students
opportunities. He noted that by incorporating these programs into the school, they had begun to
shift teachers’ thinking and, ultimately, the climate of the school. He explained:
We continue to bring in new programs and new course offerings and promote all students
taking rigorous course loads with a vision that they're going to be ready for any and all
post-secondary educational opportunities for themselves. Our staff has really come on
board with changing the traditional mindset of high school.
The intentional shift in the school climate and the approach to educating students can be seen in
the Unified Improvement Plan that the school was required to turn into the state’s department of
education. This plan outlined the goals the school would be focusing on for that school year. In
this plan, the principal identified the need for “increased rigor, higher-order thinking, and student
engagement.” The plan stated that there was “insufficient engagement and performance at the
classroom level” with “classroom walkthrough data indicating high levels of teacher led
instruction and a passive learning [environment], and insufficient levels of student collaboration,
creation, and choice of authentic project-based learning.” With the shifting of the school climate,
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the staff members noted that there had been an increase in staff accountability, as well as a focus
on changing instructional practices and providing meaningful and relevant professional
development.
Increased Accountability
In order to shift the instructional practice in the building, the principal increased teachers’
accountability to raise the expectations for both staff members and students. Thomas, an
administrator, noted that the climate of the school changed with the increased accountability:
New parts of the climate that are going well are higher levels of purpose, focus, and
accountability… holding our students, staff, and parents to a higher standard, letting
people know that we have certain expectations and then … [making] sure that people are
meeting those higher expectations.
Many staff members expressed that the principal had brought a more focused approach to
teaching and instruction by creating accountability for staff members and holding everyone to
the same standards. One teacher reflected that, since the principal’s arrival, there had been a
“tightening of the ship a little bit. It’s much more about the academics.” In the “tightening of the
ship,” the principal had become more involved in the school’s pedagogy and worked closely
with teachers on their classroom instruction. Thomas, an administrator, noted that the principal
had become more engaged in the classroom instruction as part of the increased accountability.
He explained, “People know that there’s a higher standard here and that attention will be paid…
What he does do is he pays close attention to everything.” Marcus, another administrator,
believed that most of the staff appreciated the increased accountability because it had helped
raise the school’s performance by holding everyone to the same standard, ultimately making the
school stronger. He reflected:
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[The principal] has upped the teaching ante by holding people accountable… They’ve
started increasing their game, not so much out of fear, but just as you see accountability
happening around you, it’s instantly going to raise your [performance]. People are
appreciative because, when you have people that are operating at a low level, it’s
frustrating because it also pulls you down that way too. By him drawing a line in the sand
and saying we’re not going to take average teaching or below average teaching, then
people have overall increased.
The principal’s increased accountability helped to modify some of the unprofessional behavior
that was occurring and ultimately impacting student learning. This level of oversight was new
for the staff members as the previous principal had a more hands-off approach to leading. The
majority of the teachers interviewed expressed that they appreciated the accountability because it
helped elevate the professionalism of the school’s staff and education. However, some staff
members noted that not everyone on the staff appreciated the increased accountability. Some
staff members felt frustrated with the increase in administrative oversight.
Most of the administrators interviewed indicated that there was a faction of the staff who
were not happy with increased accountability. Meredith, an administrator, explained that not
everybody had been thrilled with the increase in accountability. She said, “It's interesting;
teachers always want more accountability but not on themselves. ‘It's for everybody else but not
for me.’ There is more accountability here... I feel like there are some teachers here who are
pretty pissed.” The increased accountability created pressure for the teachers to grow their
instructional practice to best meet their students’ needs. The requirement to change has been
frustrating for some of the staff members.
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Professional Development
To shift the school’s instructional practice, the principal was thoughtful with his use of
professional development. The principal used the district’s professional development time
negotiated into the teachers’ contracted year to provide instruction around teaching practices
aligned with his vision for the school. Nathan, the principal, outlined how he planned the
professional development so that it remained focused on his vision. He said:
We try to really keep our staff meetings and our [professional learning community] time
really focused on professional development… This year and last couple years, we've tied
[the professional development] to their teaching goals, their professional practice goals,
and teachers have taken on different projects focused on really changing the way that we
teach and the way students learn.
The principal also discussed how he focused on professional development to elevate teachers’
teaching practices and move their work into deeper conceptual understanding for students. All
of the administrators interviewed commented on their focus on professional development to
bring about the principal’s vision for the school. The administrative team targeted their
professional development so that it was meaningful and impactful for the teachers. Thomas, an
administrator, reflected that, as the administrative team designed the teachers’ professional
development, they wanted it to be directly applicable to their daily jobs. He said that the
professional development was “to be something that [teachers were] deciding to do for [their]
practice that [they] will put into [their] classroom and have that be part of [their] evaluation
process as well.” The principal valued making the professional development meaningful for
teachers so that it was easy to implement into their instruction quickly. The teachers interviewed
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did not connect the professional development that the principal provided with his vision for the
school. Still, many appreciated the applicability of what they were learning to their classroom
instruction.
Catherine, a teacher, commented that she appreciated the professional development time
the teaching staff was given to pursue their own interests. She explained, “He lets us come up
with things that we wanted to do in the classroom and work with people to create stuff that was
actually being used in class.” A couple of the teachers interviewed commented that they
appreciated that the principal’s professional development was based on current educational
research. Jonathan explained:
The professional development that we do, sometimes it’s hard as teachers to see the value
in everything that the administration is trying to do… I have appreciated the direction
we’ve gone [in]. [The professional development] seems to be more research based… it
seemed more applicable.
While the principal had been intentional about the professional development he planned, not all
of the teachers found it meaningful. Daniel, a teacher, noted that not everyone was happy with
the professional development. He had observed quite a bit of complaining at the staff meetings
about the professional development. As the principal worked on changing the school’s climate
through the professional development and expectations for teachers, there seemed to be a group
of teachers who were frustrated with the changes and were unwilling to be a part of the change.
Leadership Style
All new principals bring a different approach to the leadership of a school. The incoming
principal had a different leadership style from his predecessor. The staff commented that the
new principal was much more involved in the school’s day-to-day instruction and instructional
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decisions. Three trends emerged around the principal’s leadership style that have impacted the
changing climate of the school. The principal’s demeanor, communication style, and decisionmaking approach all seem to have contributed to the school’s changing climate.
Principal Behaviors
One of the most notable characteristics of the principal was his larger-than-life, friendly,
boisterous personality. He exuded energy and passion for his job. This was evident in his
interactions with staff members, students, and parents at school events, in his interview, and in
multiple staff members’ interviews. He loved his job and was passionate about his work. At
school events, he would circulate the crowd joyfully chatting with students, parents, and staff
members as he worked to make everyone feel welcomed.
Many of the staff members described the principal’s demeanor as positive and full of
energy. Shirley, a teacher, reflected that he is “by far… the most energizing principal I’ve ever
worked with.” Sherry, a classified staff member, recalled that the principal’s energy and
positivity were contagious. She said, “He really gets you all psyched up… He's always smiling.
He’s just invigorating!” Rebecca, a teacher, agreed that the principal is just a very “positive
guy.” Many of the teachers interviewed felt like the energy and positivity he brought to the
school were contagious and they appreciated his enthusiasm. However, not all teachers felt like
his energetic approach led to an effective leadership style. Many of the participants indicated
that there was a group of teachers who felt frustrated and distrustful with the principal. Kelly
was one of the only teachers interviewed that expressed distrust with the principal. She
explained, “I struggle with [the principal’s] style, and I disagree sometimes with the way in
which he gives us information and how sometimes we’re treated.” Even though he was
enthusiastic, she had difficulty adjusting to the changes he was implementing.
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Many of the staff members believed the principal was authentic in his interactions and
would not ask anything of the staff he was unwilling to do himself. Meredith, an administrator,
commented, “I think that [the principal] is one of those people who says what he does and does
what he says.” Shirley, a teacher, remembered when the principal offered to proctor a
standardized test because there was a last-minute change to the testing schedule, making it so
that the teachers would not have a break from testing. Shirley explained that he impressed her
because other principals she had worked for would not have offered to help.
Kelly, a teacher, disagreed. She felt like the principal did not always model the behaviors
he wanted to see from the teachers. She said, “He preaches to us all the time, ‘Collaborate. Be a
team. I want you guys all working together on these things,’ but yet we see him, and he doesn’t.”
She felt like he had too high expectations around the collaboration the teachers in her department
were expected to perform when he was not modeling that same behavior.
Communication. A contributing factor to the principal’s positive relationships with
many of the teachers was his intentional focus on communication. Nathan, the principal,
described how he made a concerted effort to be present and available for teachers. He would
build time into his day to check in with staff members and be present in the hallways. He
explained:
A practice of mine is to always be out and about in the hallways and checking in with
staff members… after a weekend just connecting with them just for a short 30 second
hallway conversation … whenever I am doing hall duty, just connecting and checking in
and seeing how people are doing. It’s amazing what you can find out just in those short
little conversations.
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The principal understood the importance of communicating with staff members and dedicated
time each day for connecting with them. Nearly all of the staff members interviewed commented
on the ease in which they could speak with him and his friendliness.
Emma, a classified staff member, commented that the principal encouraged teachers to
come down and talk with him. She explained that he would set out a candy bowl on his desk to
entice the staff to stop by his office. She commented that he had an open-door policy and
encouraged staff members to stop by any time they had a question. She explained, “He’s got a
real open-door policy, so [staff] know they can come in any time… Even if his door’s shut, he
waves them in.” Rebecca, a teacher, commented that she appreciated the face-to-face check-ins
and felt like it provided an opportunity to check in with the principal whenever she needed. She
commented, “He’s easy to talk to. He’s easy to touch base with just because he’s in the hallways.
That’s normally where we’re having conversations, out in the hallway during passing time.”
Nearly all of the staff members interviewed commented that they felt like they could talk to the
principal about anything.
This behavior was different from the previous principal. While teachers felt like the
previous principal supported them, they did not always feel like they could approach him with
their concerns. Emma, a classified staff member, recalled that his secretary was a “gate-keeper”
and had to screen all of the calls for him. Unless the call directly involved him, she was to send
the call on to someone else. Sherry, a classified staff member, recalled that, in order to meet
with the previous principal, she had to schedule an appointment with him prior to the meeting.
The principal’s communication with the staff came up on the annual climate survey in
which staff members provided feedback around the school trends and areas of improvement.
Communication was listed as both an area of strength and an area of concern. Out of the 38
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teachers who completed the survey, one of the largest trends with four respondents was that they
would like more communication from administration. While this is a small group of teachers, it
does raise a valid concern that not all teachers felt like they were being included in the
communication. Not everyone in the school felt like the principal’s open communication style
created trusting and positive relationships. Kelly, a teacher, felt like the personal conversations
between the principal and teachers ended up creating gossip. She felt like teachers were being
told different things in their conversations with the principal. She explained:
I have noticed a pattern that sometimes when I go talk to this person, they say that [the
principal] said this, and then this person will say that [the principal] said this, or that [the
principal] said that, or, [the principal] said something different to me.
By having so many different conversations, Kelly felt like the principal was telling teachers what
they wanted to hear rather than sticking to a consistent message. She was concerned that the
individual conversations teachers were having with the principal were ultimately deteriorating
her department’s team dynamics. She explained that “if you pull us in one-by-one, we now
become individuals, not a team, which is counterproductive.” Kelly would much prefer the
principal to speak with the team all together so that everyone was getting the same message.
Nearly all of the teachers appreciated the principal’s open-door policy and his availability to talk.
However, the individual conversations at times created an environment where some of the
teachers felt like he was not always being truthful as different messages were being conveyed.
Supports teachers. Many of the staff members noted that the principal was supportive
of the teachers and was open to new ideas when teachers brought them up. Emma, a classified
employee, explained that the principal advocated for teachers often and welcomed their ideas.
He valued collaborating with teachers and would work with them to make their vision work. She
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said, “If the teachers [are] looking to implement something…Nine times out of ten, he will [help
them implement it] or find a reason why it won’t work, but usually we work through it.”
Meredith, an administrator, noted that he deeply valued supporting teachers, and it was
part of his identity as a principal. She said, “He supports teachers in what they're doing in their
classroom by being diligent. He does not give up. He just doesn't.” Many of the teachers in the
school noticed his unwavering and tireless support. Daniel, a teacher, felt very close to the
principal and appreciated the support he regularly received from the principal. He reflected, “He
backs me up on everything. He’ll tell me if something is wrong… It’s good to have that kind of
relationship where you don’t feel like you need to be scared of what to say.” One of the first
things the principal did when taking over the school was to make changes to the leadership team.
Catherine, a teacher, felt like the changes were made due to the concerns she expressed to him
early on. Catherine believed that the leadership team had been a “good old boys’ club” and felt
more opportunity and voice were given to the men. She felt that women were not fairly
represented. She explained:
I went to [the current principal] that summer before [he began], and I was like, “Look, we
have a good old boys’ club here [where] women are dismissed. If there will be things that
will happen between a male and a female colleague, the male always [comes out ahead]”
… Our leadership team [was] full of men with one female teacher. Our women’s voices
are not being heard. He changed that… Now we don't have department heads anymore.
The majority of the teachers interviewed felt that he was supportive, but there was still a group of
teachers that did not feel like they could trust him and, in return, did not feel like he was
supportive. Kelly, a teacher, was not always comfortable going to the principal with her
questions. She recalled, “The union [representative] said, ‘Never go to him with questions. He
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only wants results, and he only wants answers. He never wants questions.’” While many
teachers felt supported by him, some did not feel like they could approach him with their
concerns.
Leadership Team
One of the changes the principal made upon entering the school was to change the
teacher leadership team structure. With the previous principal, the leadership team operated
much like a democracy in which each department had a department head who would attend the
meetings to represent the department. When decisions were to be made, the leadership team
would debate them and eventually vote on the decision. When the current principal took over
the school, the teachers reported that he completely changed the leadership team. He eliminated
the department heads and allowed any teacher who wanted to join the leadership team. Many
teachers on the leadership team expressed their frustration with the team’s ineffectiveness and
desire for the team to become more impactful. Since the principal’s arrival, Monica, a teacher,
felt like the team had become unproductive and a place for teachers to simply argue and
disagree. She stated:
I think [the leadership team is] pretty much a joke. I have friends that are on the
leadership team. I was on it last year, but I don't have time this year. My friends on it this
year, they're like, “This is so stupid,” because, I think, everybody that applies gets to be
on it. You've got like four English teachers that don't get along … They don't want to
come to any kind of consensus.
Both Daniel, a teacher, and Marcus, an administrator, expressed that the leadership team was not
an effective use of time with teachers taking little responsibility for leading the school.
However, both felt optimistic that it would change as the principal worked to get different
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teachers onto the team in the next couple of years. Daniel noted the dissension amongst the staff
members on the leadership team. He was hopeful that, by bringing in newer teachers to the
leadership team, they could begin to move beyond the arguing. He said, “I’m on the leadership
[team]...the group wasn’t spectacular… I think [the principal] kind of knew it. It was mostly
people that have been around a while… a lot of time, I either would keep my anger inside or not
share as much as I wanted to.” Daniel’s frustration with the leadership team seemed to represent
the other members’ feelings, ultimately making the leadership team feel unproductive.
The principal did not indicate that he noticed the tension in the leadership team. He
described the team as the “collaborative decision-making body of the staff.” While this may
have been his intention for the group, it is clear that many teachers did not feel like this was
accurate as they thought that most of the time in the leadership team was spent arguing. Marcus,
an administrator, commented that the leadership team hasn’t gotten to a place “where they’re
really taking control of the school, where they’re really leading it.” It seemed as though the
principal wanted the leadership to help lead the school, but the continual arguing got in the way
and made the team ineffective.
Decision Making
One of the most significant changes for the teachers since the principal’s arrival was how
decisions for the school were made. With the previous principal, school decisions were
collaborative and democratic. The previous principal had a democratic approach to decisionmaking in which teachers on the leadership council were given a vote, and that would decide the
outcome. However, the current principal seemed to contradict himself in regard to how
decisions are made in the school. He referred to the leadership team as the “collaborative
decision-making body” while he also told the staff at the most recent staff meeting that
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ultimately, school decisions must be made by him. The principal listened to teachers’
perspectives but made it clear to the staff that he ultimately made the decisions for the school.
This change in the decision-making process had a profound perceived impact on the climate of
the school, and some of the staff were frustrated with the decrease in teacher voice around
decisions. This was one of the largest concerns the teachers brought up in their annual climate
survey. Many of the teachers interviewed mentioned the principal’s comments at the most recent
staff meeting in which he addressed the frustration the teachers expressed on the climate survey.
Jonathan, a teacher, explained how the principal addressed the staff concerns around their lack of
voice in the decisions being made. He said:
We had a staff meeting last week, and it was a reflection on the feedback that we [gave]
him [on the climate survey]. He was very honest and very open. One of the staff
comments was that we want more of a democratic [approach to decision-making] so that
we feel like we have ownership. He came out and said, “That's never going to happen
because it all does reflect on me. I’m an at-will principal, and it’s my decision. What I
say is what it needs to be.”
Shirley, a teacher, noted that the principal went as far as to say that if any of the staff members
do not like how decisions were being made at the school, the principal was happy to help them
find a new job. She remembered that he had said, “You’re either on board, or you’re not… if
you want to be somewhere else, come, please tell me that, and I’ll try to make it happen.” All of
the teachers who described this staff meeting explained that the principal felt strongly that the
school reflected him, so he needed to make the decisions. The teachers said they understood
why they were not given a voice, but that did not take away from their frustration.
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Catherine, a teacher, reflected that the teachers “definitely had more of a voice” with the
previous principal. Kelly, a teacher, commented that, by not giving teachers input into the
decision-making process, many were not interested in sharing their opinions because they felt
like it was pointless. She said, “It has become a joke amongst some of the teachers here that
there’s no point in vocalizing [their opinions]. There’s no point in saying anything. There’s no
point in advocating because decisions are already made.” The less collaborative decisionmaking approach has been frustrating for teachers as they want to have more input into the
decisions being made. Some of the participants interviewed expressed that they did not always
agree with the principal’s decisions and felt like he did not understand their perspective. Kelly, a
teacher, was frustrated that teachers were not being involved in the decisions that were being
made as teachers were the people in the school who knew students the best. She said, “Who sees
the kids the most? The teachers. Who knows these kids the most? The teachers. So, they need to
be involved in the decisions being made with these kids because we know them.” Rebecca, a
teacher, felt like there were many back-channel discussions amongst teachers who felt frustrated
and disagreed with the principal’s decisions. She explained, “There are decisions made about
math that we’re like, ‘This isn’t the best for kids.’ There are two perspectives. We’re in it, and
sometimes you’re in it, and you’re too tunnel-visioned. Administrators are not in it, and so
maybe sometimes they’re too broad-visioned.” Rebecca understood that each role in the school
has their perspective and felt like sometimes the principal was making decisions without getting
a full picture of the situation because he had limited the teachers’ voice. While the teachers
understood the principal’s approach to decision-making, they were frustrated with not feeling
like they had a voice in decisions and the direction the school was moving in.
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Principal Involvement
One notable difference between the previous principal and the current principal was the
current principal’s increased involvement in the day-to-day happenings and educational
decisions. Nathan, the principal, was highly involved in almost everything that happened in the
school. Monica, a teacher, noted that the principal was involved in practically everything. She
commented, “I know that [the principal] is involved with all that stuff in our building. If
something goes on, he’s pretty much involved with it. Which is good.” Kelly, a teacher, agreed,
“[The principal] is very much a hands-on guy, and so it completely fits his demeanor and his
personality. He likes to be involved. He also likes control.” The principal valued knowing what
was happening in the school and made it a point to be involved in most decisions that were being
made.
While the principal was highly involved in the school, staff members felt like he was able
to strike a balance between being involved and not micromanaging. Many of the staff members
felt like the principal trusted the staff to do their job and would not micromanage them.
Jonathan, a teacher, commented that he felt like the principal, trusted his judgment and allowed
him to run his program. He said, “If things are going well and programs are strong, he’s going to
let it go. I feel often… that he has confidence in what I do. I don't feel him breathing down my
neck all the time.” Shirley, a teacher, reflected that the principal trusted her department.
Frequently, when student issues came up, the principal would step back and allow space for her
department to take care of the problem without him intervening. Shirley said, “He’ll let us try to
troubleshoot issues...he’s really good about trusting... [my department] to try to mediate things
and then if it doesn’t work, let him know, and then he’ll step in as a support." Emma, a
classified employee, commented that he “doesn’t micromanage at all” but noted that he trusted
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her so much to do her job that she sometimes wished he would check in with her a bit more
often. Shirley suspected that not all teachers felt as supported. She mentioned that there had
been issues with the teachers’ union over the past couple of years that were indicative of some
distrust amongst the teachers with the principal.
Relationships
An overarching theme that emerged was the positive relationships the principal had
created with most of the staff. Many staff members, in particular, discussed the trust they had
with the principal. The majority of the staff members interviewed expressed that they had a
positive and professional relationship with the principal. Meredith, an administrator, had worked
with the principal for over 10 years in two different buildings. She felt that over those 10 years,
she had developed a meaningful relationship with the principal. She commented:
I absolutely know he's my boss, but I feel like we have a really good relationship. I can
tell him anything. I trust him 100%. I think that [the principal] is one of those people who
says what he does and does what he says… There's no false pretense about [him].
Shirley, a teacher, reflected that the principal was authentic and cared deeply; she described her
relationship with him as “positive. I believe I have a very good working relationship with him….
Every principal I’ve had has been very supportive, but [he is] so much more… he doesn’t blow
you off.” Not everyone felt like it was easy to develop a positive relationship with the principal.
A couple of staff members commented that it took them time to build a positive relationship with
the principal. Tanya, a classified staff member, noted that it took some time to build a good
relationship with the principal. She explained:
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I think our relationship is good. I would say at the beginning, not so much. I think it’s
hard sometimes to express concerns and stuff like that to an administrator… I think part
of it is you’re worried about [repercussions].
She reflected that the past year had been the first year in which she felt like she could open up to
him. It has taken her time to build a positive and trusting relationship with him. The principal,
Nathan, believed he had developed positive relationships with most of the school’s staff
members. Although, he admitted that it was hard to build relationships with teachers who were
not invested in his new vision for the school. He stated:
I feel like I have a very good professional relationship with [the staff]... Certainly, there
are some staff that have totally bought into our vision and mission and the work that we
are doing, and there are some others that are resistors or slower to change … It's always
healthy to have a few that have a difference of opinion to keep us level and square, but
even with those folks, I feel like I still have a really good professional relationship that
we can have those conversations.
It is evident that the principal valued relationships and made a concerted effort to connect with
the staff.
Trust
The positive relationships with staff members are directly connected to the trust that he
has built with the teachers over time. Many of the staff members interviewed expressed that they
trusted the principal. Jonathan, a teacher, commented that “[The principal] is very open. I feel
that [he] is much more honest and open in everything that he does. I don't know if I could ever
fully trust [the former principal].” Daniel, a teacher, concurred that he could “have real
conversations [with the principal]. Nothing ever leaves the office… It’s good to have that kind of
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relationship where you don’t feel like you need to be scared of what to say and be nervous about
what is happening.” While the principal had developed many positive and trusting relationships
with staff members, this took time to establish. Meredith, an administrator in the school, noted
that many teachers did not trust the principal when he first came to the school. It had taken him
time to build their trust. Meredith explained, “There was a huge fear factor. He's had to really
work at gaining trust. There is a very large portion of this faculty who does trust him now, but
then there are the others who... still do that comparison.” While the principal has worked hard to
gain the staff members’ trust, not everyone trusted him.
Kelly was one of the teachers who still strongly distrusted the principal and believed that
he would retaliate if she approached him with her questions. She described a time when she felt
punished for asking a question:
I had a meeting with [the principal] about curriculum, and I had a question
for him. I said, ‘So, what’s your vision for honors for next year?’…He didn’t like
that I asked that question because I should know. I should have a vision… He does say
that his door is open. He does say he’s available to talk, and I feel like I do try to, but it’s
really hard because I feel like sometimes when I do talk, I get myself in trouble… I get
dinged.
Kelly commented that she had gotten marked down on her end-of-year evaluation because she
had asked that question. She also worried that the principal would retaliate and take away her
advanced classes if she approached the principal with her questions.
Kelly explained that some of her distrust was because she believed that the principal
demonstrated favoritism towards some staff members. She felt like the favoritism towards some
teachers added to the passive-aggressive feeling she felt was pervasive in the school’s climate.
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Kelly noted that there seemed to be favoritism when teachers were given their courses for the
next year. New teachers to the school were being given advanced courses, and she felt that they
were not qualified to teach those courses. Kelly explained, “Some teachers who are brand new
to this building — you usually want your most experienced, your highly educated teachers… to
be in certain positions. [Advanced Placement classes have] been given to teachers who don’t
have their master’s [degree].” Kelly believed that the principal could not be objective and would
instead give the more desirable classes to the teachers he favored.
Not everyone in the school was wary of the principal. Daniel noted that he had heard
rumors that the principal picked favorites, but he did not think that was true. He expressed that
the people who felt like the principal chosen favorites were part of the staff division that was
taking place. Daniel believed it was the teachers who were not on board with the principal’s
vision that felt like he picked favorites. Rather, Daniel felt like the principal was selecting staff
members for classes based on their willingness to step up to the changes the principal was
working on implementing, he said:
[Some people say] he picks favorites. That’s not true at all. Do I feel like I could be one
of those people? Sure, but I also do my job, help with extra things, listen, support
students, don’t have kids that hate my class in any way, shape, or form… He doesn’t
have favoritism.
The level of trust the teachers felt with the principal was directly connected to the relationship
they had with the principal. Kelly acknowledged that she did not feel like she had a strong
relationship with the principal, so it is not surprising that she also did not feel like she could trust.
However, Daniel felt like he had a positive relationship with the principal and felt that they had a
trusting relationship.
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Staff turnover. Part of the teachers’ distrust with the principal was due to the rapid
teacher turnover that has taken place over the past three years. Since his arrival three years ago,
42% of the staff had been hired by the current principal, as confirmed by staff lists from the
previous three years. The principal noted that there had been a large staff turnover since his
arrival. He commented, “We are going through a pretty big shift here in the school, so we've had
a big turnover in the staff over the last three years. Over 50% of the staff have been hired in the
last three years.” While his approximation of the staff turnover was a little high, it was true that
a large portion of the staff was new to the building since his arrival. The rapid change in staff
turnover had been accompanied by rumors that the principal came to the school with the specific
purpose of “cleaning house.” Many of the teachers in the school distrusted the principal as they
worried that he was there to move them on. Meredith, one of the school’s administrators, said:
There was a lot of fear, when [the principal] came here, a lot of fear from the teachers for
the most part… And there were some rumors that went along with that… ‘He only got
the job so he could clean house. He's going to get rid of everybody.’
This caused some of the teachers to worry that he was intentionally trying to replace the staff
with teachers from his previous school. Catherine, a teacher, commented, “I know that for a
while people were feeling like [the principal] was trying to replace people with his people…
because he’s [hired] people from [his previous school].” While it might have felt like the
principal was trying to replace the teaching staff, there were many reasons for the staff turnover.
Shirley, a teacher, reflected on the staff turnover and the reasons behind staff members
leaving the school. She pointed out, “I think [there are] all different kinds of reasons. I mean,
some people had left, some people didn’t want to leave.” Monica, a teacher, noted that, while
there had been quite a bit of staff turnover, she was not convinced it was all due to the principal.
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She explained, “We do have turnover, and the people that are against the new principal, I guess
you’d say, blame it on him, but stuff happens. People move, and people want to do something
different. I don't see it that way.” Marcus, one of the administrators, explained that some of the
teachers had been moved on by the principal as he was raising expectations. He commented, “he
has upped the teaching ante by holding people accountable. Over the past couple of years, I think
he’s moved some people on that were needing to be moved on.” Jonathan, a teacher, also
believed the pressure that the principal placed on the teaching staff to raise expectations around
their performance had caused some of the teachers to leave. He explained:
He’s very honest, very open, very supportive of the staff. There have been some things
that he's needed to change… He’s getting some staff to do different positions, and some
of them have been with us longer than I’ve been here. When you’ve been with the
building for [over 20] years, and then you’re told you’re going to do something different,
that doesn’t usually go over very well. Sometimes those things are good.
Rebecca, a teacher in the school, reflected that some staff members had retired earlier than they
had initially planned after the principal’s arrival. She hypothesized this was due to not wanting to
adapt to some of the new changes that were coming. She said, “I think people have retired early.
I can feel it. Am I willing to change a little bit and bend?” With the principal’s new vision and
push to change the school’s climate, many staff members, especially those who had been at the
school for years, were reluctant to change and chose to leave the school. There seemed to be
many reasons for staff turnover and the motivation for staff members to leave. Some decided to
leave on their own as they were unwilling to change, while there seemed to be others who were
asked to leave as the principal actively worked towards changing the climate of the school.
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Community Opinion Changing
Many of the staff members interviewed commented that, since the principal’s arrival at
the school, the community’s opinion of the school was slowly starting to improve. Meredith, an
administrator, reflected that the principal came into the high school with a strong reputation
because he came from the neighboring middle. This helped as many of the parents were happy
to see him become the principal at the high school. She explained:
I think the [biggest] impact is probably how the community views us now because of [the
principal]. It didn't hurt that the majority of the parents from [the middle school] were
very happy he was coming up here. That has built upon itself in the last three years. It's
good to have a good reputation, walking in the door, and people know who you are.
Meredith also commented on the principal’s constant outreach to the community. Since the
principal arrived at the school, he focused on delivering positive messaging around the school’s
accomplishments. She felt like his positive messaging campaign impacted the community's
perception of the school. She commented, “His message is concise, clear, and consistently the
same. He joined [the local] Rotary, he [participates in the local festival]. He's out in this
community a lot.” Kelly, a teacher, appreciated the principal working hard to show the positive
things happening at the school through a social media campaign. She stated, “I understand that
it’s important, especially with negative media out there about teachers and school and public
education... it is important to show people, ‘Look at these amazing things.’” The principal
believed that the positive social media campaign helped to change public opinion about the
school. He explained:
We spend a lot of time talking about… climate and culture… with parents, a lot of parent
outreach, positive social media campaigns, meetings with parents, and then we're seeing
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those results as well. We now have more students open enrolling into [our] high school.
Then we have open enrolling out of [the school to other schools].
Meredith, an administrator, agreed that, due to the community’s positive opinions of the school,
their enrollment has increased. She stated that the community opinion of the school had been
slowly changing “for the better… for the first time, we have more kids open enrolling here than
we have leaving and going to [the nearby high school].” She noted that students were open
enrolling to the school for the school’s athletic and fine arts programs. Since the principal’s
arrival, the school has reported a steady increase in student enrollment and student attendance, as
reported by the state’s data. Over the principal’s three years at the school, there had been an
increase in over 100 students enrolled in the school, about a 12% increase in student enrollment.
The school’s attendance rate has also improved by a little more than 1%, bringing the average
attendance rate to 92%, equal to the state’s average attendance rate. The positive messaging
helped to make the high school a desirable school for students and parents. Parents and students
are choosing to attend the school.
Conclusion
The climate of the school was changing when this study was conducted. The principal
expressed that he came to the school intending to change the climate in order to bring about more
of a focus on academics. The staff members interviewed said that they did notice a change
taking place in the school’s climate. As part of the change in the school climate, there was a
division amongst the staff members: those staff members who understood the principal’s vision
and were willing to change and those staff members who were reluctant to change.
Through the staff members' experiences, three themes emerged that impacted the
changing school climate: an increased focus on instructional practices, the principal’s leadership
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style, and the relationships the principal created with both the teachers and the community
members. It is through these three themes that the climate of the school has started to change.
Through the interviews with the staff members, it is clear that these changes were not occurring
without growing pains as there had been a large turnover and staff expressed frustration with
their perceived loss of control over decision-making. While the changing of the school’s climate
has been challenging for the staff members and school, most of the staff members interviewed
were glad to see the change occurring as they believed that it was helping the school move in the
right direction.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
School climate is an important factor in the success of a school. Positive school climate
has been linked to both an increase in teacher satisfaction as well as to improved student
achievement (Brookover et al., 1978; Johnson & Stevens, 2006; MacNeil et al., 2009; Thapa et
al., 2013; Williams et al., 2007). Principal turnover impacts school climate as the principal is a
key contributor to the climate of the school (Haynes et al., 1997; Kelley et al., 2005). When
there is a principal turnover, it is common to see a decline in both school climate ratings and
student achievement (Béteille et al., 2012; Miller, 2013; Griffith, 1999; Mascall & Leithwood,
2010; Rowan & Denk, 1984). With nearly a quarter of principals changing positions each year
(School Leaders Network, 2014; The Wing Institute, 2018), it is necessary to consider what
principals can do to prevent a decline in school climate during the principal turnover and the
subsequent years after the turnover.
This study considered the impact principal turnover had on the climate of a school three years
after a principal turnover in order to gain insight into strategies incoming principals can use to
help mediate the potential decline in school climate and student achievement that can accompany
a change in principals. A qualitative case study was used to consider the question:
Q1

What changes in a school’s climate do the staff in a Rocky Mountain high school
perceive when a principal has been at a school for three years?

Through interviews with 14 staff members, observations, and analysis of school documents,
three specific strategies were identified that contributed to changing the school’s climate. The
first strategy was the principal’s increased focus on instructional practices. The second was the
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principal’s leadership style, and the last strategy focused on the relationships that the principal
created with both the teachers and the community. This research confirmed previous studies
that the transformational leadership style promoted a positive school climate (Damanik &
Aldridge, 2017; Engels, Hotton, Devos, Bouckenooghe, & Aelterman, 2008; McCarley et al.,
2016) as over half of the staff members reported a positive school climate. The elements of
transformational leadership that were present will be discussed in the following section.
However, even with a transformational leadership style, the school still experienced staff
tension and division as the principal tried to implement changes that impacted the school’s
climate. An increased focus on creating a shared vision as well as providing more opportunities
for shared decision making might have helped to combat some of the staff division and
frustration that was occurring (Johnson & Stevens, 2006; Mascall et al., 2011; McCarley et al.,
2016). While an increased focus on a shared vision and more opportunity for shared decision
making could have helped to mitigate some of the staff's division, the tension the school
experienced was to be expected as it followed the predicted trajectory of what happens when a
school experiences a change in leadership. In this chapter, there will be a discussion of how
these findings relate to the current research as well as providing a discussion of strategies
incoming principals can use to best support building a positive school climate during their
transition as principal of a school.
Discussion of Findings
Transformational Leadership
The phrase transformational leadership was coined in by Burns (1978); he defined
transformational leadership as a process in which both the leader and the follower raise each
other’s levels of morality and motivation. This form of leadership includes leadership behaviors
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of developing a shared vision, consensus building with school goals and priorities, high
performance expectations for teachers, individual support for teachers, intellectual stimulation,
shared decision making, modeling good professional practice, distributed leadership, and an
open-door policy (Leithwood, Dart, Jantzi, & Steinback, 1993). Transformational leadership has
been found to impact school climate positively (Damanik & Aldridge, 2017; Engels, et al., 2008;
McCarley, et al., 2016). Many of these are strategies the principal incorporated as he began to
change the school’s climate, such as setting high expectations for teachers, providing individual
support for teachers, modeling professional practices, and having an open-door policy. Over half
of the staff members interviewed expressed that they had a positive and professional relationship
with the principal. He commented that he intentionally put time and energy into connecting with
staff members and developing positive relationships. He explained, “I try to connect with them
on a daily basis.” This is something that is characteristic of a transformational leader.
Transformational leaders are “approachable, accessible, and welcoming” (Leithwood, 2016, p.
510). Likewise, teachers also reported that he frequently modeled the behavior that he expected
from teachers. Shirley, a teacher, recalled a time when the principal offered to proctor the
standardized test so that teachers could have a break. This is congruent with research that
positive principal-teacher relationships are components of successful schools (Marzano et al.,
2005).
One of the most notable changes both teachers and administrators shared was the
increased accountability for teachers. This is a behavior that was also associated with
transformational leaders. One teacher, Jonathan, referred to the increase in accountability as a
“tightening of the ship,” and Monica, another teacher, expressed that she was happy to see
increased expectations, even if it frustrated some staff members. McKinney et al. (2015) found
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that principals of effective schools tended to have many of these same behaviors. Principals held
teachers to high expectations and strived to be approachable, caring, and sensitive to their needs
(McKinney et al., p. 164).
Shared vision. A common theme that emerged with nearly every staff member
interviewed was the growing division amongst the staff. This division amongst the staff
revolved around two groups; staff members who were supportive of the principal’s desire to
change the school’s climate and those who were resistant to the change. The principal, as well as
his administrative team, spoke of changing the school’s climate through the implementation of
his vision for the school. All of the administrators interviewed spoke of the principal’s vision
and their administrative teams’ tireless effort towards implementing the vision. The principal
explained that when he entered the school, he came with a vision and has worked hard to
implement it, he said:
I had a very clear vision, got my [administrative] team on board, and then shared that
with a whole group of teachers over the summertime, and they helped plan that work and
then we started rolling it out… All of it is built around our plan and where we're going
with that vision.
While the administrative team seemed to be clear on the principal’s vision, none of the teachers
or classified staff members mentioned the vision. Although the principal felt like he was being
explicit with where he saw the school going, his vision had not been embraced by the teachers as
none of the teachers mentioned it or acknowledged that it impacted the school’s climate. If the
principal had made his vision clearer and referenced it often with the teachers, he might have
been able to help prevent some of the staff division that was taking place in the school. Mascall
et al. (2011) found that a shared vision was a critical element in creating a positive climate. A
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shared vision is a vision supported by the staff and agreed upon by the teaching staff to
accomplish (Anderson & West, 1998; Ensley, Hmieleski, & Pearce, 2006; Pearce and Ensley,
2004). More effort was needed to unite the staff around the school’s vision in order to create
staff buy-in to establish a shared vision. A shared vision helps teachers feel committed to the
school and less likely to leave (Qadach, Schechter, & Da’as, 2020). This work could have
helped to mitigate some of the tension and staff division that was occurring.
Shared decision-making. Shared decision-making is a characteristic of transformational
leaders (Leithwood et al., 1993) and has also been associated with positive school climates
(Johnson & Stevens, 2006; McCarley et al., 2016). Meyer et al. (2009) found that “teachers who
do not feel valued or part of the decision-making process become less committed to work outside
their classroom” (p. 184). Therefore, shared decision-making impacts teachers’ morale, which
has a direct impact on school climate. When teachers feel included in the decision-making
process, teacher retention at the school increases, “Teachers are also more likely to stay in
schools where they have the opportunity to contribute to schoolwide decision making - such as
decisions about scheduling, selections of materials, and selection of professional development
experiences” (Boyd et al., 2011, p. 306). At the time of the study, it was clear that teachers were
frustrated with their limited ability to impact decision-making at the school. It was expressed in
both the school’s climate survey that was given to teachers as well as 35% of the respondents in
this study commented on the decreased ability of teachers to impact decisions.
The principal seemed to be sending mixed messages to the staff as he said that the
leadership team was the “collaborative decision-making body.” However, the staff reported that
at a recent staff meeting, he had explained that the school represents him and that he would be
making the final decisions. By providing more decision-making ability to the staff, the principal
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might have mediated the staff division taking place as some staff members were frustrated with
his leadership style and wanted to be heard. McCarley et al. (2016) found that “successful
inclusive schools have leaders who share decision-making power” (p. 335). Gruenert and
Whitaker (2015) reinforced this idea by stating, “When teachers feel they are making a
professional contribution to their school, they enjoy their work more” (p. 71). By sharing the
decision-making power, the teachers on the staff might begin to feel ownership over the changes
taking place, rather than feeling like the changes were happening to them.
Change Process Trajectory
The incoming principal entered the school with a clear vision of how he wanted to
change the school’s climate. He knew that he wanted to shift the staff’s thinking and mindset
around instruction. He explained, “When I first came here, we very much had a deficit
thinking model or mindset, and now we are shifting so our students can compete the same as the
students anywhere.” The staff members interviewed could feel the change in the climate of the
school. The principal was shifting the school climate by focusing on instructional strategies and
increasing accountability for the staff members. However, not all of the staff members
welcomed the changes that were occurring in the school. This caused a division amongst the
staff. Some of the school’s staff seemed to appreciate the increased focus on instruction and
accountability. In contrast, others were frustrated with their loss of voice in decision-making and
did not feel like they could trust the new principal. This staff division and tension aligned with
the trajectory predicted in Tuckman’s (1965, 2001) stages of group development. In this model,
groups were expected to go through four phases as the group developed: forming, storming,
norming, and performing (Tuckman, 1965/2001). When this study was conducted during the
principal’s third year at the school, the school was moving from the storming phase into the
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norming phase. In the second phase, known as storming, “Group members become hostile
toward one another … as a means of expressing their individuality and resisting the formation of
group structure. Interaction is uneven, and ‘infighting’ is common.” (Tuckman, 1965, p. 386;
Tuckman, 2001, p.69). The teachers in the storming phase were struggling with the changes
taking place and were reluctant to adjust to increased accountability and expectations. The
teachers who had begun to move into the norming phase were appreciative of the accountability
and were more readily adjusting to the changes because they understood the principal’s vision.
In addition, the staff division and tension can also be seen in the timeline of a school
principal that Reeves, Moos, and Forrest (1998) suggest. Their study found that, between the
second and fifth years of a principal’s tenure at a school, the school leader experienced what
Reeves et al. (1998) coined as “The Crunch.” During this stage, school leaders:
Tackled more substantial issues which had a fundamental impact on the school. The
downturn in feelings which marked the beginning of this stage was accounted for in large
part by an increase in conflict and resistance after the honeymoon following initial
change efforts.” (pp. 54-55).
This description echoes the staff division and tension that were taking place. Some staff
members experienced conflict when the principal began to increase expectations and
accountability in order to enact change within the school. This created a discord that led to
discomfort. The staff division represented the teachers who had become comfortable with the
change while the resistors struggled with adapting. Reeves et al. (1998) acknowledged that this
can be a challenging phase as it can be “messy in that it required greater effort and time to attain
the desired goals than earlier changes” (p. 55). Some of the staff’s tension is to be expected as it
is a natural part of the change process.
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Building a subculture. As the principal worked to change the school’s climate, some
personnel changes helped facilitate that process. In the three years since the principal’s arrival, it
is typical to see a large turnover in teacher staff during this period (Bartanen et al., 2019; Béteille
et al., 2012). When teachers left the school, the principal was intentional about the hiring
choices he made. Marcus, an administrator, commented, “Even with the hiring, I’ve seen a much
larger focus on the instructional candidates and the abilities in those people.” Collins (2001)
noted that it was important for great leaders to make sure they have the “right people on the bus”
before anything else happens. He explained:
First, if you begin with ‘who,’ rather than ‘what,’ you can more easily adapt to a
changing world...Second, if you have the right people on the bus, the problem of how to
motivate and manage people largely goes away...Third, if you have the wrong people, it
doesn't matter whether you discover the right direction; you still won't have a great
company. (Collins, 2001, p. 42)
By focusing on who was joining the team, the principal began to shift the conversations and,
ultimately, the climate of the school. Gruenert and Whitaker (2017) found that the “right people
can improve the culture” (p. 26). They noted that, when principals are adding “new staff
members and encouraging other positive staff to relocate there, you are building a subculture. If
you continue this process, the new subculture can actually become the culture” (Gruenert &
Whitaker, 2017, pp. 26-27). Over the principal’s three years at the school, he was working on
building a new subculture by bringing in new staff members and creating accountability in order
to create room for teachers to be successful.
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Implications for Principals
Schools with positive school climate have been found to demonstrate higher levels of
student achievement (Brookover et al., 1978; Johnson & Stevens, 2006; MacNeil et al., 2009;
Thapa et al., 2013; Williams et al., 2007). Principal’s play a critical role in developing a positive
school climate and impacting student achievement (Brewer, 1993; Cohen et al., 2009; Eberts &
Stone, 1998; Hallinger & Heck, 1998; Kelley et al., 2005; Klar & Brewer, 2013; Leithwood et
al., 2010; Leithwood et al., 2004; MacNeil et al., 2009; Marzano et al., 2005; McKinney et al.,
2015). However, nearly 50% of principals will change jobs within their first three years at the
school (School Leaders Network, 2014; Superville, 2019). This high rate of turnover is
concerning given that principal turnover impacts both student achievement and school climate
(Béteille et al., 2012; Gates et al., 2005; Griffith, 1999; Mascall & Leithwood, 2010; Miller,
2013; Rowan & Denk, 1984, Weinstein et al., 2009). Incoming principals need to be cognizant
of strategies that could help mediate the potentially negative impact of principal turnover by
promoting a positive school climate.
Case studies are not intended for “generalizing beyond the case, but for understanding the
complexity of the case” (Creswell, 2013, p. 101). The goal of an intrinsic case study is to learn
from a unique case (Creswell, 2013). From this case study, some recommendations for incoming
principals have emerged. First, it is important that incoming principals strive to practice the
strategies of transformational leaders,’ specifically focusing on building relationships, cocreating and sharing the vision, revisiting and re-evaluating the vision frequently, and developing
shared decision-making. Principals who develop positive relationships with teachers by
recognizing the strengths of each teacher and providing meaningful mentoring conversations
contribute to a positive school climate (Allen et al., 2015). It is also important that principals are
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intentional about creating a shared vision as having compelling and achievable goals “helps
people make sense of their work and enables them to find a sense of identity for themselves
within their work” (Leithwood et al., 2004, p. 8). Once the shared vision has been established,
principals should regularly monitor and communicate progress towards the vision (Leithwood et
al., 2004).
This study demonstrated the importance for staff members to feel included in the
decision-making process. Principals should thoughtfully create opportunities for shared decisionmaking. When teachers are included in the decision-making process, they become more
committed to their work at the school (Meyer et al., 2009). Principals need to clearly
communicate who gets to make which decisions because teachers feel a “greater commitment to
the organizational goals” (Leithwood et al., 2004, p. 29) when they are included in decisionmaking.
This case also reaffirmed that change takes time and is often difficult. This case reenforced both Tuckman’s (1965, 2001) Stages of Group Development and Reeves et al. (1998)
timeline of a principal. Both change models indicate that change takes time, and it can take three
to five years for a change to occur. Leaders need to be patient as they work through the change
process as it takes time for change to be realized. Change can be accompanied by frustration
from the participants. Principals who know and understand this can help to mediate the
frustration by building meaningful relationships, co-creating a shared vision and re-evaluating
the vision often, and sharing decision making so that teachers have buy-in.
Limitations
As discussed in Chapter III, the most significant limitation of this study was that it was a
case study. While a case study allows the researcher to understand one case well, it does create
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limitations in generalizing outside of the case studied (Stake, 2010; Creswell, 2013). Another
limitation of this study was the number of participants interviewed. While great effort was made
to interview staff members from every department and staff members with different roles, every
staff member had their own experiences and perceptions of the school climate. Without
interviewing every staff member, it is hard to capture all of the perspectives that exist within the
school. However, given the diversity of roles and perspectives collected in the interviews, the
themes that emerged provide a glimpse into the school’s climate as multiple participants
discussed each theme. A second limitation of the study is the nature of interviews. It is natural
that participants will discuss events that happened most recently, often not recalling as well past
experiences that also impacted the school’s climate due to the Law of Recency in which
memories from recent events are more easily accessible than memories from farther back
(Calkins, 1896; Cherry, 2020). This could be seen when many participants referenced the recent
staff meeting in which the results of the school’s climate survey were discussed but did not refer
to events at earlier meetings.
Suggestions for Further Study
School climate is an important element of student achievement (Brookover et al., 1978;
Johnson & Stevens, 2006; MacNeil et al., 2009; Thapa et al., 2013; Williams et al., 2007). It is
important to continue to find ways to create a positive school climate during a principal turnover
to support student achievement. With high principal turnover rates, school districts and
incoming principals must continue to find strategies to promote a positive school climate when
there is a principal turnover. Here is a list of recommendations for further studies around
promoting a positive school climate when there is a principal turnover:
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1. Continue the study three years later when the principal has been at the school for six
years. This would help give a clearer picture of the school’s climate and impact on the
school’s climate after having time to “get the right people on the bus” (Collins, 2001) and
implement his vision for the school. This timeline models the change theory that states
that it can take between three to five years for change to occur.
2. Conduct a longitudinal qualitative study in a school where there is a change in principals
by interviewing participants from different school departments each year for the first five
years of the principal’s tenure to follow the evolution of school climate as the principal
begins to impact the school.
3. Study the school climate after a principal turnover in a couple of different school districts
to determine the influence the district has on the changes to the school climate after the
arrival of the new principal.
4. Conduct a quantitative study in a couple of states that implement school climate surveys
at the state level. Over 10 years, compare the schools’ annual climate survey to principal
longevity. This could provide insight into the impact principal turnover has on school
climate and how long it takes for schools to rebound from the decline in school climate
after a principal turnover (Béteille et al., 2012).
5. Conduct a qualitative study in one school district in which principals were given exit
interviews to consider the causes around principal turnover.
Conclusion
School climate is an important component of successful schools, as schools with a
positive school climate demonstrate higher student achievement rates (Brookover et al., 1978;
Johnson & Stevens, 2006; MacNeil et al., 2009; Thapa et al., 2013; Williams et al., 2007). The
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principal has a critical role in promoting the school climate, and principal turnover impacts the
climate of the school (Haynes et al., 1997; Kelley et al., 2005). This study was used to consider
the perceived impact an incoming principal had on a school’s climate. By including the school’s
staff members’ voices and experiences, multiple themes emerged, and it became clear that
transformational leadership positively impacted the school’s climate. That leadership style
helped staff members to feel valued and involved. The findings from this study led to
suggestions for school principals as they take over the role of principal at a new school. These
strategies included an increased focus on instructional practices, an inclusive leadership style that
allowed staff members to share in the vision for the school and have a voice in some of the
decisions being made, and develop trusting relationships with the staff.
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Interview Date:_________

Location:___________________________

Pseudonym:___________

Assignment in the School:______________

1. How would you describe the climate of your school?
2. Have you noticed a change in the school climate since the arrival of your principal?
3. How would you describe your relationship with your principal?
4. What are some stories that come to mind when you think about your relationship with
your principal?
5. How has your principal supported your development of teaching and learning strategies?
6. In your opinion, what were some changes made by your principal that have impacted the
climate of the school?
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Interview Date:_________

Location:___________________________

Pseudonym:___________

Assignment in the School: Principal

1. How would you describe the climate of your school?
2. Do you think the climate of the school has changed since you came on board?
3. How would you describe the relationship with your teaching staff?
4. What are some stories that come to mind when you think about your relationships with
the teaching staff?
5. How would you describe your relationship with the students in the building?
6. What are some stories that come to mind when you think about your relationships with
the students?
7. What are some ways you have supported teachers in developing teaching and learning
strategies?
8. In your opinion, what were some changes that you have made that might have impacted
school climate?
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Interview Date:_________

Location:___________________________

Pseudonym:___________

Assignment in the School:______________

1. How would you describe the climate of your school?
2. Have you noticed a change in the school climate since the arrival of your principal?
3. How would you describe your relationship with your principal?
4. What are some stories that come to mind when you think about your relationship with
your principal?
5. How has your principal supported student learning since coming to the school?
6. In your opinion, what were some changes made by your principal that have impacted the
climate of the school?
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN COLORADO
Project Title: Principal Turnover and School Climate
Researchers: Jessica O’Toole
Phone: 303-709-8576
Email: jlotoole83@gmail.com
Research Advisors: Linda Vogel and Amie Cieminski
Phone: 970-351-2119 and 970-351-1853
Email: linda.vogel@unco.edu and Amie.Cieminski@unco.edu
Purpose and Description: You are being invited to participate in a research study about school
climate. The objective of this study is to determine the actions of high school principals within
their first five years at a school that impact school climate. Your school is one of two Colorado
high schools that have been selected to participate in the study because there was a change in
school principal within the last five years. As an interviewee, you will be one of at least seven
members of the school staff contributing to the research.
The information you provide will help inform the actions administrators can take to impact
school climate upon entering a new school. While the information collected may not benefit
you directly, what we learn from this study should provide general benefits to teachers, school
leaders, schools, and researchers. You will be provided a copy of the final version of this
research project if you are interested.
A potential risk associated with participating in this study is loss of time. Approximately half an
hour will be needed to conduct the interview. Interviews will be conducted on the school site in
either a classroom or available conference room as per your wishes. Your reflections and
responses will not be shared for any purpose other than this project. No judgment will be made
regarding any of your responses. Confidentiality will be maintained throughout the project.
Results of this study or parts therein will not be used in any way that may influence your position
at the school. Your name and identity will not be disclosed at any point during this study. I will
use a pseudonym instead of your real name in all transcripts, written publications, and
presentations resulting from this project.
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Participation is voluntary. You may decide not to participate in this study and if you begin
participation you may still decide to stop and withdraw at any time. Your decision will be
respected and will not result in loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled. Having read
the above and having had an opportunity to ask any questions, please sign below if you would
like to participate in this research. A copy of this form will be given to you to retain for future
reference. If you have any concerns about your selection or treatment as a research participant,
please contact the Office of Research, Kepner Hall, University of Northern Colorado Greeley,
CO 80639; 970-351-1910

________________________________________
Subject’s Signature

_________________________________________
Researcher’s Signature
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APPENDIX F
OBSERVATION PROTOCOL
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Observation Protocol
Date: ___________

Time: _________

Length of Observation: _________

Site: ________________

Participants: _____________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

Descriptive Notes
Physical layout of the space

Description of participants

Sequence of events including direct quotes.

Reflective Notes
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